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PREF A.CE 
Illness is like an u.nhewn 
stone which cuts the hands 
of anyone who tries to work 
with it. 
A. Siirala 
I have conceived this study to be a philosophical 
propaedeutic to a theory of psychotherapy, or to a theory of healing 
in general, of the person. There is a philosophical dimension to 
therapy because there is the question of living one's truth and the 
moral obligation to speak one's truth to those around one. It is 
feasable to conceive the problem of madness to be one of the battle 
of truth ana untruth; Kierkegaard once remarked that 'he who cannot 
reveal himself cannot love, and he who cannot love is the most un-
happy man of all.' It seems that the schizophrenic has been charac-
terized as unable to reveal himself. 
This study has been called a study of the ecology of 
insanity because I am concerned with schizophrenia as a language of 
relationships with a person's environment or situation. M. Siirala 
remarks: 'The split between theological, philosophical, and medical 
models of encounter is, in my opinion, the chief reason for the 
preservation of the philosophically unsound delusion of an autono-
mous observer-position' of the therapist with respect to illness. 
' A true study of the schizophrenic woulei require the monumental kind 
of 'autobiography' such as Jean-Paulsartre did of Jean Genet. 
It will be noted that I tend to regard insanity and truth 
as moral categories here, but I W'Wnt to me!<.:: it clear that I make 
no judgment on any individual who may have been judged insane by 
any person. The moral evil lies in the inability of people to com-
municate because they have been taught to lie or because they live 
in a society that lives on lies or what Laing calls 'pseudo-events', 
vJhere truth has been exiled. Like .Laing I remain open to the possi-
bility that people clinically judged insane may be more truthful, 
free and loving thin so-called 'normal' man of our society. 
This work is part of my own search for the way, the truth, 
and the life, and there are many who have helped me on this wci.y 
whether by books they have left behind or in face to face confron-
tation. I am gratetul. Proi'essor &!ward. Maziarz tolci me what he saw 
and what he thought of my work as it developed: I appreciate his 
sensitivity and daring. 
When one is involved in the conflict o.f culture. aa l 
believe schizophrenia to be, it is neither advisable nor possible 
to be detached and an observer, nor rio l make any claims to be out-
side the boundaries of the madness that I describe. In such a study 
as this, one must, be, as Hegel says, steeped in what one is 
knowing. In doing this one runs the r1.sk of ~ounciering in the con-
tlicts. ~md being lost oneself, of ~onfusing fact and fantasy. I hai 
a capable gulide.. 
' 
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CH. l. INTRODUCTION TO THE ECOLOGICAL tp.c;RSPEGTIVE 1 
A. MY Own Development 
l. Reversals: 
This paper will retlect a journey or about two years that 
I made into the field of psychotherapy and also will be an attempt 
to situate myself in the world of the healing-revealing ministry to 
which I have committed myself. The key to both healing and growth 
is revealing. This will emerge as a theory of truth, and will in-
corporate a science or disclosing and revealing and an interpersonal 
method of investigating personal perspective. I have found that 
there is no greater peace than that which I know when someone knows 
my whole intentional life in an accepting way, that is, knows the 
nature of my life of what is called •reaching out• at that time. 
What I am speaking of seems to be the moment of what Maslow calls 
'peak experience'. 
I believe this paper refiects a reversal, both in our 
culture and in my life. The reversal is reflected in my belier in 
the ef'forts or the Freudian lef't and other fronts or liberation, in 
the discoveries of J. H. van den Berg in the psychology or histo-
rical change and in Michel Foucault's study of the history of psy-
chiatry and the relation of madness to society. I think Heidegger's 
return to the pre-socratics and his search there for the meaning of 
truth and McLuhan's writing8' of the reversals in contemporary 
culture are some ot the elements I try to reflect in this study. I 
am concerned with revolution in our culture and with what this does 
to the healing or people. I regard the whole of man's intentions-
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lity as interrelated and believe thut it must form u balance which 
is not determined by cognition, but perhaps by some unknown that 
takes the form of law. 
I have fou.nd the reversal with which I am concerned 
reflected in the statement of college students with whom I work : 
'l want to let you into my mind and I want to get into your mind.' 
on questioning them, I find that they don't mean 'mind' in the sense 
ot cognition but the whole or a person's intentionality, especially 
feelings. They recognize a strong urge and need to communicate 
themselves. I have found no greater block to revealing than the 
fear 01· feeling, which according to Rollo r>lay is the particular 
protective device of people of our age. The fear arises both from 
the fear of aggression or power on the one hand, and from the fear 
of loving that comes with the revealing on the other hand. The 
reversal is retlected in a movement that is based on such beliefs 
as 'love drives out all fear.• 
2. The Discovery of the 'You" : 
I remember there was a time in my past characterized by a 
strange new awareness, a little frightening, when I became gradual)f 
more aware that I wans't the only one in the world. It was the 
emergence of consciousness of the other, more a growing reflective 
awareness of myself as rela~ed to another outside of myself who was 
just as much an 'l' as I am. This was a frightening, or rather, 
awesome discovery for me. 
There waa a time in the emergence of human consciousness 
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as a whole when this discovery was made tor mankind.. It was the 
discovery 0£ intersubjectivity by men like Feuerbach, a discovery 
that is only a couple of hundred years old. It was F'euerbach who 
discovered that there is a You who is just as much 'l' £or self as 
I am for me. This discovery took a long time to spread itself 
throughout human consciousness; it came first to philosophy anri thm 
to common sense and is at last emerging in psychological thinking. 
Recently psychology hae tried to deal with intersubjectivity; H. ~. 
Sullivan did the most to introduce the intersubjective into psycho.logy 
and Talcott Parsons does much to bring it into sociology. R. D. 
Laing is making interpersonal relations the basis of his whole stuqy 
and he is doing it as a psychiatrist, psychological theorist and 
philosopher. 
However, merely recognizing the presence of the other, 
the You, did not get me out ot solipsism that at times bordered on 
despair; only knowing the You could do that but it did not succeed. 
There always seemed to be a barrier between the seli' and the other 
and an impossibility of commWlication. How could I know that the 
other's communications to me were really what was meant to be 
co11111unicated ? How could I be sure that I was not merely making 
them up? I this awareness it is still difficult to aToid the 
despair of the possibility of col.Jlllunication. But then 1 discovered 
that the striving for full cdmmwiication may be very well the 
adequate communication; that even the realisation of misunderstan-
ding or the understanding of a di.s£\g!"9eitl.eut can be the ground of 
personal meeting of two people. This study, then, is partly l1J1 
---
... 4_ 
attempt to understand the way out of solipsism or isolation of 
peoples from others and so to discover the meaning and mei..lns of 
therapy. 
3. Interdisciplinary Study: 
Often I have had to ask myself how useful is a study that 
is conceived as broadly as this one. And I have answered that 
whether or not it has been useful tor anyone else, it certainly bdS 
helped me to keep a total perspective as well as try to investigate 
particular elements. I am searching for a central insight that 
unifies dis-ease phenomena and such statements as the one by Lavid 
Cooper that we ought to turn around the signs at the doors to psy-
chiatric prisons to see ourselves as inmates of a larger bin. This 
patter notion is common in the left.1st theories of psychiatry and 
implies a need for cultural revolution. -bat is implied by such an 
approach is that out society is the victim of a generally held self-
deception, that is normal is healthy. I am not attempting to 
discover the genesis of dis-ease or schizophrenia or the physiolo-
gical or neurological correlates, but rather a phenomenology of dis-
ease, and I hope to do this by moving into the various human 
sciences for parallel insights that they have to offer. Thus this 
is not a work of analysis but of synthesis whose central insight is 
' that expressed in the title. 
While it would be a mistake to confuse phenomenology and 
psychiatry or psychology, I am particularly impressed by the 
inrluence of the phenomenological method on these fields. Some of 
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the greatest practitioners of the phenomenological method are or 
were great psychologists, Karl Jaspers, Jean Sartre, .¥illiam James, 
Maurice M.erleau-Ponty to name some. I believe thut Laing will be 
a significant one of them. However, a complaint has been leveled 
against phenomenological philosophy that it has not adoquately 
l 
dealt vdth the problem of the intersubjective. I am mindful also 
of what Le ~aehlens has said that whereas in the p&st philosophy 
relied on mathematics and physics for its data, philosophy for the 
present must turn to ps~·chology. It is also significant that I am 
interested in psychother~py und have delved into the contemporary 
movements. 'rhus it is that I have turned to a rsychiatrist fort his 
study. 
I have chosen .Laing because I believe that he is very 
significant, and I saw this before I came across what he has 
written himself. 
We b.slieve that the shift of point of view that these 
descriptions both embody anti demand has a historical 
significance no less radical than the shift from a 
demonologi~al to a clinical viewpoint three hundred 
years ago. 
4. Politics and Therapy: 
Before I begin this investigation of Laing and the 
movement he is heading in London, let me tak& issue with Dr. busse 
in the statement quoted in Hialleck's The Folitics of Therapy, that 
the psychiatrist must be politically neutral, that 'psychiatric 
services should be continued as patient oriented activities designed 
to reduce pain and discomfort and to increase the capacity of the 
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individual toa;ljust satisfactorily.• Embodied in this statement is 
8 philosophical position that has been challenged, since the classi-
cal age of the Greeks and still is challenged, that is Hedonism. 
Another implicat.ion that I take issu.e with immediately• is that so-
called 'psychiatric disorders' that is, what I see to be ;.,eg.are~ 
as psychiatric disorders in our society are to be prev•nted. l do 
not believe that therapy is to establish comfort nor that dis-ease 
is necessarily bad. 
But along with this claim that the psychotherapist ought 
not be politically neutral because to be so is only to pretend to 
be so, I think that it is very important that the therapist make 
quite clear what is his political and religious commitment and what 
it means to him in as much daring as he can afford at the time and 
continually more as the therapy proceeds. The fact thQt I am Chris-
tian and committed to the ministry of healing and preaching is 
significant to those who come to me for assistance and tor those who 
read what I write. But just as significant as that is the attempt 
to keep the meaning of these commitments contiaually open to 
inquiry and development. 
Everyone lives by values which he has chosen and of those 
who deny this it can only be said that they have not chosen to find 
out in a reflective way what values they live by. No person fails 
to convey to others what his'values are it the others are not 
closed to him. Therapists are in quite an ideal situation to com-
municate values because they deal with people who are psychologi-
cally and otherwise vulnerable, and these people may trust them. 
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The most honest thing a therapist can do for his patients is 
eventually to lay out on the table all his commitments and cuoices. 
The client may then choose whether he wants to expose himself to 
being aided io the direction the therapist has round. Jileaningful f:>r 
his life. But here comes the catch: If the psychlatrist te:1.ls his 
clients his presuppositions and commitments and terms will they 
return for therapy? The choice is seduction of the client in some 
way, or open invitation to accept or reject the therapist's 
position and aid. I believe it is better to extend the open invi-
tation. 
I have chosen the field of psychotherapy ro~ my studies 
recently because I see there a focus tor all the human disciplines 
and for the kind of totalizing that Sartre has called !or in 
inquiry. In researching the questions of therapists today one 
comes across studies of historical and cultural change, or political 
change and it:1 .4mplications for societies, of the emergence of the 
world community; there are studies of man's environment on different 
levels, of his values and his hopes. And the direction to the 
solution of th6se questions and areas can only be the one that opts 
for and strives for the development of all people on earth. It is 
to the search for that direction that I here commit myself. 
It is a search that challenges the p~litical environment 
of professional men of the h~aling arts, of the clinical perspective. 
5. The Clinical Bias: 
It is interesting to not'how words change their meaning 
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throughout history; recognizing our prejudices often is achieved by 
examining our use of words. I have used the word 'dis-ease' to 
indicate the state of being not at ease or being uncomfortable. t.e 
have been taught to use it for a condition in which the body has 
been invaded by foreign matter against the person'e will or in which 
something has got control of it and is destroying it, so that all 
we have to do is to fight the invaders with other foreign substances 
that we bring in of our own will. I have been taught in the past 
that dis-ease is pathological and that means that my body has turned 
nasty in some way (or it may be my mind) and worthy of rejection by 
other people; at least they will be afraid of it. But 'pathology' 
is Greek in its origin and it has to mean the 'voice', 'speech', or 
'word' of something. It comes from words related to pathos which 
mean 'what be£alls one', 'suffering•, 'misfortune•, •calamity•, or 
even 'passion' or •a1·rect1on 1 • I believe that CJ.is-ease finds its 
voice in what we call •pathology•. There are, however, some people 
who are what we call 'insane'; who are, if we go into the .Latin 
origins of the word, not sound, whole, safe, unharmed, free, 
reasoriable, sober, self-possessed, discrete. These words are all 
descriptive of a group of people we lock away because we regard them 
as unsafe to have around because they may contaminate us with what-
ever has invaded them to make them that way. 
But the common attitude to dis-ease is that it is abnormal, 
and more than that, that it is somehow bad and that the dis-easad 
person should be excluded from society into a special social 
structure. When the medical model of illness is followed, an 
--
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abnormality is structured in terms of symptoms, and these are to be 
eliminated. w~e have chosen as our main concern schizophrenia, which 
is the main 'mental disease' of our time. Laing points out that it 
is commonly believed that 
there exists a condition or group of conditions, 
usually termed, since Blueler, schizophrenia, charac-
terized by certain forms of experience and certain 
ways of behaving that are taken to be the symptoms 
and signs of some disease or group of diseases 
of unknown origin, but largely genetic-constitutionally 
determined.4 
Because Laing' s research is radically different in its 
results from what has been done in the study of schizophrenics in 
the past, Laing asks us to try to ~~ad without p?'\1suppositions. He 
claims that this understanding that he will present is new and 
previously unheard or. 
According to his studies, there seem to be no 'generally 
agreed objective clinical criteria' that can be used to diagnose 
schizophrenia nor does he find a consistent pattern of going into 
schizophrenia and coming out of it. There seem to be no organic 
structural changes. 
Hut the psychiatrist too often acts in the presence of a 
pre-diagnosed patient as though schizophrenia were an established 
fact. 
He then has to discover its 'causes' or multiple 
•aetiological facto\'s', to asses its 'prognosis', 
and to treat its course. The heart of the 'illness' 
all that is the outcome of tne process, then resices 
outside the agency of the person. That is, the illness 
or process, is taken to be a 'fact' that the person 
is subject to, or undergoes, whether it is suppose<i 
to be genetic, constitutional, endogenous, exo.r;;enous, 
organic or psychological, or some mixture of tV.em all. 
This, we submit, is a mistaken starting-point.~ 
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My essay is also an attempt to challenge some clinical presuppo-
sitions such ns those eru.phasized in this passage from L<.1ing. 
B. Philosophical Context for Laing." 
1 • .Laing's Project: 
My own way to self-consistency in its latest phase really 
was aided very much by .Laing and it is for this reason that I make 
him the center of my own project here. In his work there is an 
orientation and a philosophy and there is a method of interpersonal 
research for the study of a person's experienced situation in his 
world. The project and philosophy are contained in this passage 
from The Politics of Ex.perien~•· 
In the last fifty years, we human beings have slaughtered 
by our own hands coming on for one hundred million 
of our own species. ~.ie all live under constant 
threat of our total annihilation. Ne seem to seek 
death and destruction as much as life and happiness. 
vie a:re driven to kill and be killed as we are to 1•t 
live and live. Only by the most outrageous viol.at.ion 
of ourselves have we achieved our capacity t.o liv• 
in re la ti ve adjustment to a civilization apparently 
driven to its own destruction. Perhaps to a limited 
extent we can undo what has been done to us and what 
we have done to ourselves. Perhaps man and woman 
were born to love one another, simply anti genuinely, 
rather than to this travesty that we call love. l.f 
we can stop destroying ourselves we may stop destroying 
others. ~ve have to begin by admitting ano even uccepting 
our violence, rather than blindly destroying ourselves 
with it and therewith we h~ve to realize that we are 
as deepiy afraid to live and to love as we are to die.6 
' Laing is concerned with the fact that violence is so much part of 
human relationships and investigates the various ways of people do 
violence to one another. 
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The method, 'the interpersonal perception method', is designed to 
research the experience people have of each other in a dyad, or in 
the group, and the level of meeting, ana the degree of communicaticn 
of the experience of each other. Research in intersubjectivity is 
new on the scene. 
2. our Project in Outline: 
There is a certain class of people who are excluded from 
society because their communication of their experience to others 
by language or by other f onns of expression is considered to be out 
of the ordinary and crazy. I propose to examine the forms of this 
communication and wonder if it conveys experience that is crazy. '.i.'he 
expressions of these we call 'schizophrenic' is certainly not normal 
or ordinary but since normality is the criterion for designating 
those who are crazy from those who are not crazy, the concept of 
'normality' ought to be examined. There is a group of therapists and 
theorists that regards normality as true insanity. However, whatever 
our criterion of validation of people's experience, it somewhat 
amounts to some form of verification by context and the problem of 
context of contexts comes up. Laing has found the theory of Sartre 
to be helpful. 
I have undertaken to explain the nature of illness of 
various forms under the gene:r'al concept of 'dis-ease' and often 
expand the term 'insanity' to <.1 broader use than is customary; the 
~~ord usually is referred to 'mental' illness but l have used it ofte:i 
to refer to illness in general of dis-ease. All forrus of dis-ease I 
believe to be l:n expression of a relationship to the environment; so 
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I study the ecology of dis-ease. regarding 'aiscomfort' ulso as ois-
ease. Recognizing the place of family and relationships in ais-ease 
and health I would suggest that a study of health coulu <1lso be done 
in the s<rn1e way as an ecology. 
Language is learnt in a context ana is a relatedness to 
the context, a convention by which certain experiences are commu-
nicated or presumed to be communicated. .Lunguage is learned first 
in the family and if the language or expression is out of t.he 
ordinary then it is necessary to look back and see if the original 
families of those designated schizophrenic are also out of the 
ordinary. l.aing did this and found t.he lan~uage and behavior of t.he 
schizophrenics makes sense in the context of their families; hence 
~ing spends much effort investigating the nuture of the family and 
groups as cio other members of Tavistock Institute. 
J. The ~roblem of Totalizing Meaning: 
Right at the beginning of the Critique of' Theoretical 
Thought Herman Dooyeweerd says that 'meanirl6 is the mode of being 
01· all that is created.' And meaning is also the nature of our self-
hood. Philosophy is the attempt to make us aware that •the inter-
modal coherence of all the aspects of the temporal world' rerer 
eventually to a totality. Philosophy is theoretical thought directed 
to a totality. Philosophy is'theoretical thought directed to total 
meaning. Philosophical thinking is the work of a thinker who is 
involved in his thinking and in many other functions in the temporal 
world. And this thinker will do philosophy in terms of the many modes 
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of being, so tl'Ht it is a different thing to do philosophy as an 
academician from ooin~ it as a psychotherapist. 
I have an actual function in the mooal aspect of 
number, in space, in movement, in psychical energy, 
in org~nic life, in psychical feeling, in logical 
thought, in historical development, in language, in 
social intercourse with my fellowmen, in economic 
valuation, in aesthetic contemplation or production, 
in the juridical sphere, in 1i.orality and in faith, 
In this whole system of morial functions or meaning, 
it is I who remain thecent.al point of reference and 
the deeper unity above all modal diversity of the 
different aspects of my temporal existence.7 
So it is always I who am at the C'!'11ter of my efforts oi' philosophy. 
I cannot establish the totality of me&ning now nor give it its 
basic structures, but I can begin. I believe that the search for 
total meaning is the same as Sartre's search for total intelligi-
bility in the Critigue of Dialecticcal Reason and Hegel's search 
for absolute knowledge or awareness in the program outlined in the 
Phenomenology of Spirit, or b. Lonergan•s search for the universal 
viewpoint. 
Laing seeks to make mhdness and going mad intelligible 
and eventually finds himself caught up insehemes seeking totalization. 
He finds himself caught up in the riialectics of interexperience and 
interbehavior :.md between sanity and madness in such a way that he 
has to immerse himself in the struggle before his terms can begin to 
define themselves. They are defined by the process of the struggle. 
I am more interested in Laing's insights into the nature of inter-
' 
experience and its relation to interbehavior than in juaging his 
theory of schizophrenia. 
Any philosophy ·1111hich takes as its start.ii g point the self' 
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of the other (whether the other be person, subject, or various 
levels of the non-human) and concentrates on either one exclusively 
neglecting the relationship, will eventually be lost in solipsism. 
one begins with self' in terms of the other or with other in terms 
of the self and with the relationship of one to the other. This 
means that our study will have to be guided by the idea of a totaliq 
of meaning but that part of the study of the I and the other in 
relationship must include the initial study of self according to 
Socrates' dictum 'know yourself''. But this pushed to the limits ends 
in solipsism, if we do not recognize the totalizing e1'1'ort of 
critical reason. The sciences have much to contribute to the kmw-
ledge of man, but no compilation of all the special sciences can an-
swer the question of man's central self-hood. 
Human I-ness functions, to be sure, in all mod~l aspects 
of reality. But it is, nevertheless, a central and 
radical unity, which as such transcends al! temporal 
aspects. The way of critical self-reflection is, 
consequently, the only one that can lead to the dis-
covery of the true starting-point of theoretical 
thought.8 
l see the study or madness in our culture as needing a 
totalizing kind of study, and the study of dis-ease is part 0f the 
totalizing effort of thought. Sartre attempts to understand psyci·. }-
analysis and psychotherapy within this totalizing effort. 
While I attempt in my philosophizing to aaopt the position 
of a totalizer, I ulso find o~ judge that there is a need LO be in 
touch vdth the empirical sciences. Ii' l stana in the face of the 
suffering of mankind and of those around me I am least likely to go 
spiralling off into some remote phantasy system as I think philo-
sophers are upt to at times. I am also mindful th,jt some German 
nhiJosonber has obstl!rved that the historv of' nhilnRonhv i111 
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remarkably remote from the pain of hwnan beings. 
4. The Dialectical .!Viethod: 
I am interested in man at his limits in his relationships 
to others and to himself. It is the healing ministry that is my 
first concern and this healing is primarily the act of reconciliatbn. 
It seems to a just generalization that the appropriate ministry to 
any illness or dis-ease is by reconciliation. The emergence of his-
torici ty into reflective consciousness necessitated the dialectical 
method. In the transition from classical to modern thinking. ana-
lytic reason has evolved into dialectical reason. According to Saitre, 
analytic thinking cannot cope with historical process and merely 
distorts perceptions to fit conceptions, 
by distorting our concrete experience by secondary 
reifications, extrapolations, and abstractions, so 
that we knead it into a form that analytic reason can 
cope with.'J 
There is a certain difficulty in studying persons, which is the 
difficulty that was the origin of this study, and that is the 
problem of quantifying human experience. &xperimental method has been 
somewhat successful in quantifying human behavior. and, for a long 
time, behaviorism reigned supreme in psychological theory and re-
search. But the difficulty of moving beyond a theory of person 
based on behaviour to includ& experience is becoming central to the 
human sciences. 
Lonergan, following Husserl, has tried to trace the emer-
gence of scientific method of the modern world from the classical 
--
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idea of the sciences. The classical idea demanded absoluteness, 
necessity and universality. As well as the classical method, we now 
ha Te 
a statistical method that rests on the empirically 
residual character of coincidental aggregates of 
eYents, and there is a dialectical method that is 
necesaltated by the lack of intelligibility in man's 
unintelligent opinions, choices and conduct.10 
The classical sciences limited themselves to what was essential., 
necessary and universal while modern science 
ai.JD& at the complete explanation of all phenomena, 
and so modern studies of man are interested in e-very 
human phenomenon. Not abstract man but, at least in 
principle, all the men of eyery time and. place, all 
their thoughts and words and deeds and the accidental 
as well as the essential, the cont!ngent as well as 
the necessary, the particular as well as the universal., 11 are to be sWlllOned before the bar of human und.eratanciin&. 
In his latest writinga 1 Sartre attempts to incorporate the attitude 
and discoveries of modern science about men with an attempt at 
total knowledge. He is seeking a totalization 'of the whole of 
12 
existing socio-historical knowledge.' It is a tall order to fill 
but the achievement does not consist in fulfilling such a scheme 
but in developing totalizationa that are totalizationa up to the 
present time which a day after will be depass!d in favor of a new 
totalization, probably by someone else. So human science is never 
ending and its conceptualizations may be overturned tomorrow. 
Both Sartre and Laing believe that the conceptions of 
' 
psychiatry are the totalizations of the past and are bein& over-
turned and transcending. 
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;. Sanity ia Revealing : 
I have indicated alread7 man'• moat important need to 
communicate himself to others as much as he needs to collllUunicate 
bimSelf to himself. He must learn to dissolve boundaries within 
himself a.nd between hiuelf' and others or an inherent neeu to de> ao 
may drive him to a violent way of dissolving these boundaries, 
psychosis. Norman t-rv\~11 aaya 
The ntit-efi."ect of the est.abl.ishmeot of the boundary 
between aelt and external world is inside-oat and 
outside-in; confusion. The erection o;f the boUAdary 
does aot alter the tact ~at there is, in reality 
no bow1dary. The net-effect is illusion. self-deception; 
the big lie• Or alienatioa. •Le preaier aytbe du 
denors ct du decans: l'alieuation se fond sur deux 
termea. •l) 
•Sanity• ia the word we ahall uae tor the condition o:r o.ne who is 
able to reveal h.imsel.r. 'Insanity' the word for the condition ot a 
person who is unable to reveal himaelt to the people arol.llMi him.• 
who is in a situation 1n which he Cc'illlllOt communicate hia 1nted;ional 
activity, J.llOtivati.on, v~li.les, cmd believe himself to be acceptable 
to them. Lt ua Cl)ntinue to call that person in3ane who finds no one 
around him who accepts him but still believes himself to be valuable 
and ultimatelJ 1 .. ). ~~r"..;'-;•"·li·t;ionally, acceptable. Truth is not defined 
in terma of a certain gro~p of people. It has its basic struc~urea 
ravealed in ~r~ditional human spiri~ual lire and has achieved some 
level of development in ~he pr~aent li!e of the sp1rit in our world 
' 
today. But the world today is not utJ criterion o! tru.th thouJh it 
is very much as I live my li!o. Truth i2 on the ~3y. 
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one of the clearest and most concise statements on the 
genesis and nature of what I would really call •psychopathology' 
is a rather long passage from the writings of Kierkegaard. 
Do you know that there comes a midnight hour 
when everyone has to throw oft his mau/ Do you 
believe that life will always let itself be mocked ? 
Do you think you can slip away a little before midnight 
in order to avoid this? Or are you not terriried by 
it? I have seen men in r~al life who so long deceived 
others that at last their true nature could not 
reveal itself; I have seen men who played hide and seek 
so long that at last madness through them obtruded 
disgustingly upon others their secnJt ~hou.ghta which 
hitherto they had proudly concealed. Or can you think 
or anything more .fright.Cul than that it might end 
with your nature being resolved into amultiplicity, 
that you really might become many, become, like those 
unhappy demoniacs, a legion, and you thus should have 
lost the inmost and holiest thing of all in a man, 
the Wlirying power ot personality? Truly, you should 
not jest with that which is not only serious but 
dreadful. In every man there is something which 
a certain degree prevents him from becoming perfectly 
transparent to himself' and this may be the case 
in so high a degree, he may be so inexplicably woven 
into relationships C\f life which extend far beyond. 
himself that he almost cannot reveal himself. But he 
who cannot reveal himself cannot love, and he who cannot 
love is the most unhappy man of all. Your own tactic 
is to train yourself in the art o.f being enigmatic to 
everybody. My young friend, suppose there was no one 
who troubled himself to guess your riddle--
what joy, then, would you have in it? But above all, 
for your 011111 sake, for the saxe ot your salvation--
.for I am acquainted with no condition of sould which 
can better be descri~d aa perdition--atop this 
wild flight, this passion of annihilation which 
rages in pou; for this is what you desire, YoU 
would annhilate everything, you would sat1ate the 
hunger of doubt at the expense o.f existence. To this 
end you cultivate yoursel!', to this end you harden your 
temper; for you are\,illing to admit that you are good 
for nothing, the only thing thatJiTes you pleasure 
is to march seven times around e atence and blow the 
trumpet and thereupon let the whole thing collapse, 
that your soul may be tranquilized, yea, attuned to 
sadness, that you may summof4Eeho forth--for &cho is heard only in emptiness. 
ror lierkegaard unrevealini is wisanity. Thia loas or the awarenesa 
0 t being giTen to oneself and tbe will to annihilate the self, ot 
which he speaks• this loss of the ability to lo••. ia clearly Mb& 
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Karl Jasper• calls metaphysical evil. I ha9e ~oved rapidly to 
the point of calling insanity metaphysical evil. 
I have clai.Jaed that there ie a two-aidedneaa to insanity, 
or the inabilit1 to coll!IWlicate -ith those around one; it is the 
reason I choose the title 'the ecology of insanity•. But I am not 
pretending here to j•.ldge the responsibility or the individual in.sane 
person or thoae ~ho are about to enter upon the pathwar of paychoaia, 
because I regard rr~dneas aa relational. Society. both the •psy-
chotic•, (the one out o! touch with society), and the others arow:Q, 
bears the combined reaponaibility. 
People hide beoauae they are afraid and often they haT• 
reaaon to be afraid; for the same reason the1 are unable to lo••• 
Lain&'• work with schizophrenics seems to validate the theais that 
children are mad because their families taught them to be that 
way. And psychosis is the process of ruoving from one orien.1'ation 
to the world to another orientation to the 'iiorldi some people 
become trapped on the way. So Brown could say: 
It is not schiupbrenia but normality th~t is 
aplit-aJ.nrled; in schizophrenia the r~lse boundaries 
are disintegntting. •From pathology we be.Ye QOme to 
know a large number Gf atate5 in which the bou.n.0.ary 
lines between egu and outside world become Ull~ertain.' 
Schizophrenics are su.ffering from the truth.J.C> 
But who wants to join t.hti loneliness of the m&'1-aan Z One has to 
be in pain or oue muat be ardentlf seeking the truth or o&e baa 
p 
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cieTeloped hia grounda ao deep that he knowa both the perapectiY• 
ot the normal and rational man and the perapectiTe ot the psychotjc 
and incorporates them both. Such a man ha• incorporated the Ap po-
lonian and Doin7aian dimenaions into his lite. 
And so we can now recognize many dichotOlliea ill our livea 
and in the tradition of our thinking. Soae ot theae clichotoaiea 
haTe taken on substantive characteriat.ica as we established our 
boundaries. We think ot a peraon's inner lite and his outer lite 
as two different subatancea. Or, a person baa some health in hi• 
but he baa a bit of sickness as well; a virus got inside h1a. such 
dichotomies ought rather to be seen aa dialectical acheaea. We do 
experience ourselTea aa inner aa well aa outer and there are tiaea 
that we teel more outer than inner; we move more without, a.nc:l 
other times we moYe more within. And our choice which way to moTe 
is not fully intellectu.al but it is the process or irmer-outer and 
outer-inner that predominates in the growth of the person. 
6. The Flight troa Self-deception: 
In Socrates' view, the aan who did not reflect. on hi• 
lite, on his motivation. did not value hie aig.nificance in 1'he 
world, in ahort,waa not becoain& more and more aware ot .bi•Mlf, 
was really cheating hiaaelt. A.ad trom the tiae of Socratee to the 
' present, people have continucid to ask allch question. about. their 
significance in the world and theJ have done it as a comm.unity of 
inquirers, challenging each other to leae and leas aelf-deoeptioa. 
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Beginning with Plato and Aristotle, philosopher• have developed 
structures of integration through symbols that are meant to clari.t)' 
tor the individual his relationship ~o hiaael.i' and his place in 
the world and in the community in which he liYea. Many relation-
ehipa can be discovered, basically the relationship to the world• 
the relationship to the body, the relationship to the fellow man 
and to the past and future. These are the relutionshipa that will 
be significant to psychotherapy. 
Some people experience discomfort, lack o! well-being with 
others or need for reconciliation with other people; they C1Jtperience 
themselves as radically split apart. I believe that all people 
experience aome of this dis-eaM in our culture, and t.he way out o! 
it is by reconciliation with self and tb.e others who are eignitica~ 
tome and by a ruthless tlight from. self-deception. 
The way to truth is not that ot i'ei&ning doubt aa M11f 
philosopher• thought, but or aeeking selt-awarflnasa, or finding 
'where one 1a at t in relation• with selt and with th• othen and 
with the situation in which one happens to be. The &Mrch 1apl1ea a 
willingness to enter into a rather ruthless proce•s toward aelt-
honeaty, what laing calla moving out ot pbant.aa:y systems, or derea-
lization and rerealization or •realit7•. One will t.hen t1oo <iou.bt 
eno\lgh without pretending it, and aa Laing ahowa quite clear111 to 
pretend a position and then t'o pretend it awa1 1a not ~ brin& one 
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back to one's starting point. Truth ia t.ha1i proceaa of \IA.Coldin& 
that begins with the awareness of me-in-the-world which ia aI·rivecl 
at through experience, description and retlection. 
The way to truth aoes not lie in the adopting of an 
absolute standpoint outside of relationships and processea. One 
cannot become real by becoming a solipsist. Any method of finding 
oneself will incorporate what John Dunne has called 'passing over', 
a search entailing the moving over into another's standpoint on 
life by a process of dialectical moments that lead toward nothing-
ness in what Hegel called the •path of doubt' and the 'highway ot 
despair' or what the New Testament calls the •quest or the way, the 
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truth, and the lite.• When one takes on the task of pursuing the 
personal issues of one's lite in memory, anticipation, motivations, 
and the rest, one will find oneself 
able to pass over from the standpoint ot (one's) 
lite those ot others, enterina into a sympathetic 
understanding of them, finding resonances bet.ween 
their lives and (one's) own. and coming back once 
again enriched to (one's) own standpoint • .Many 
things in (one•a} life become known to (one) only 
when resonances of this kind are generated. Thia 
process of •passing over' aa I shall call it, is 
a method by which personal questions can be broadened 
and pursued in a much wider context than they would 
ordinarily be in an autobiography or creed. It 
tends to bridge the gap between personal knowledge 
and public knowledge and to give the seeking and 
finding that occurs on the strictly personal level 19 
something of the communicability of public knowledge. 
But I must remind the reader that the method tor which 
I am searching here is a method ot psychotherapy, not a method 
for this paper. The method ol' establishing communication with 
others when communication haa broken is to begin to communicate. 
I shall use the word 'achisoid' to designate the man whose ability 
to communicate himself to others has broken down. There are people 
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wh.O exist in this state at different degreea of 1ncommuo1cabil1t7 
tor dillerent extension• of time. There are othera who begin the 
process from the state graduall7 or abruptly; these are the ones I 
shall call psychotic.They are regarded as psychotic while they are 
in the process ot moving from normality to healt or authenticity, 
and unfortunately some become trapped in this ataga or are prevented 
by others from working through it. Laing baa described ·;.~~1• laat 
group in the following way: 
Some 'psychotics' look on psychoanalysis aa a relatiYely 
aate place to tell someone what they reall7 think. 
They are prepared to play at being patient and eYen 
to keep up the charade by paying the a.nalyat, prortded 
he does not 'cure' them. They are even prepared to 
pretend to be cured if it will look bad for hill 1.t 
he is having a ni.n of people who don't see to be 
getting better.2u 
The !light from self-deception aa tar aa I aee it tor this atudy i• 
a flight from that normality which ia, unfortunately, the goal ot 
much of psychotherapy. 
c. The New Queationipg of D1a-1aee 
l. Boundaries: 
In The Order of Thiga, Michel Foucalllt quotas a paaaa1e 
trom Borges which is auppoaed to be from a Chineaae Encyclopedia. 
Animals are divided into; (a) belonging to the 
Emperor, (b) embalmed, (c) tame, (d) sucking pigs (eJ airena, (t) tabllloua, (g) at.ray dogal (h) included 
in the present class1fication1 (i) trenz ed, (j) innumer-
able, (k) drawn with a ver, fl.Ae camel hair brush (l) et cetera, (m) bavin& just broken the wat'r p!tcher, (n) that from a long way otr look like tllee. 
Certainly this is strange--the product of a mad man? It is an 
introduction to a study of ordering. The classifications proposed 
here by the Chinese Encyclopedia blow apart ou.r concep~ion ot 
ordering in time ~na space but lead back to a 
kind of thought without spacet to words and categories 
th~t l~ck. all life &no place, but are rooted in a 
ceremonial space, overburdened with complex ti&ures, 
with tangleci paths, strange places, secret passages, 
and unexpected communications. There would appear to 
be, th•n, at -che other extremity of the ear:h 1"• inhabit, 
a culture entirely devoted to the orderin& or apace, 
but one that doea not distribute the aultiplicitJ 
of existing things into any of the categor1aa2ibat make it possible for ws to name, speak, and think. 
I suggest that the other aide of the earth is not Just a geogra-
phical other, though this seem.a to be what r'oucau.lt, means here; 
I am suggesting a similar 'other aide 0£ the earth' that we aee1; 
in some people of our cultu.re who are called 'inaan•'· 
There are fundamental codes of a culture that give aan the 
e~pirical order ot his lite and his familiar context. Then, alao, 
there are theories and interpretations of order in general by 
sciences and philosophy. But what happens when man finds hie culture 
and theories and interpretation inadequate or wonders it it all ia 
conceptuoal constructs ana he is alone with bO stable way of 
ordering his world? 
Solle people do lose contact with the familiar atructurin& 
of the world of the community in which they live and it is with 
those who experience this oiaaociation in a painful way that we are 
' 
concerned in this stu<iy. Laing ana M. Siirals. who ~ill be important 
for us, both attribute this dissociation to destructive family lite 
where reliable structuring ought to have been acq~ired in a neat 
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or nexus. If the culture is disturbed, fa.mi.liar ways of ordering 
will be shaken with consequent anxiety which may be destr-~ctive 
it there is not a prior habit of acceptance and trust, a willing-
ness to die freely. This willingness is the liberating of structures 
ot behavior and experiencing and reflects what I in the last 
chapter describe as the passing from normality through paranoia to 
self-consistency. 
I refer otten to the exclusion of the other and calling 
him mad {and I wonder if he is mad because we constitute him so); 
discrimination is an important element of a study of insanity. My 
position on this is very well p1.1t by fo1.1cal.llt. 
The history ot madness would be the history of the 
Other··-of that which, for a given culture, is at 
once interior and foreign, therefore to be excl1.1ded (so as to excercise the interior danger) but by 
being shut away (in order to reduce its otherneasli. 
whereas history or the order imposed on tnin&s wol.1..LQ 
be the history ot the Saae--of that which for a given 
cl.llture is both dispersed and related, there.fore to 
be diatlii&uished by kinda and to be collected together 
into itlentitiee.23 
He goes on to aak what wol.lld happen if we studied disease as both 
disorder 'the existence of perilous otherness within the human 
body, at the very heart of life; and as a natural phenomenon with 
its own orderin&, types and constants. 
My stud1 is an attempt to research dis-ease aa such a 
natural phenomenon and as a ~isordering. I do not acknowled1e the 
notion of the unconscious except as intentional; there is indubi-
tably a primordiality ot experiencing that has not been ordered by 
waking consciousness, but there is not the Freudian container of 
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destructive impulses that must be contained. There is a language of 
dreams that is difficult to understand when one is awake. And there 
is the experience. being half awake, of kno~ing one has dreamt and 
knowing the sense ot the dream; then a little later when we are 
fully awake the dream is a puzzle. There is good reason to think 
that this kind or dream language was the common waking experience 
of preliterate peoples (at least those before the emergence of the 
phonetic script) and that the development of phonetic script mude 
schizophrenia possible when it allowed us also to achieve distance. 
This point I shall discuss in chapter five. 
2. Permissible Psychotic States: 
By permiesible psychotic states I do not mean normality 
which I regard as the 'unfortunate conoition' but states that I 
believe are similar to psychoses but which I think are neceasarr 
and fortunately are atill perm.itted in society. I think that there 
is a law or the human spirit that demenda that people at certain 
apecitied, though indet8l'lllinable times, must be allowed to go payeho-
tic. And if this is not permitted the person will be forced to work 
out the conflict of growth in more aoaatic forms or dia-eaae, that 
is, aa neurosis. 
The most collllllOn form 0£ permiaaable paychoaia ia 'falling 
in love• and Freud recognized this aa a paychoaia. When a person 
becoaea involved in this process hia whole world is turned upside 
down, he is caU&ht in conflicts he does not understand• his 
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phantasy lifa goes wild and hin emotions or i'eelinc.;;s are stron~ and 
triihtening. All this is his attempt to work out his relation with 
the other to uncovor his pretenses i.lnd phantusy systems in which 
he is caught in rel~tion ~ith the other, as he tries to discover if 
the wa~' he is relatin@; to the other is his way or lihe way !1e has 
been taught. So the two people in love usk themselves whet.her they 
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might be merely making each other l.lP• This ia, l 'think, psychosis, 
and it is certainly nece&sary; it is the l>ionysian overcoming the 
Appolonian tor a time, and ~hen that h~ppens it is frightening or 
at least dangerous. lt is the breaking oown of perspectives in a 
radical way. 
Perhaps mysticism 1n the past served this need for people 
to go psychotic, though it is a way of sel!-aiscovery not so 
popular in our times • .M. F'oucault poir1ted out in t.he book Maclneea 
an<i Civilisation that the :.I.nlight.enment exiled unreason 1'rom our 
society• but that can only be done by pushing it unoergrou.nd. 
Unreason will out some wa7; it i& n..>t £or man to decide whether he 
~ill be crazy, tor ha must do it daily or he will eventually do it 
catastrophically. 
It is aigni!icant that our youth is rediscovering the 
mystical way and even that they are turning to the Orient ror gui-
dance. But often they have towid a~bstitutes tor the process or 
healthy, or acceptable, psycllosis--various torma of drugs and cults 
that may often do permanent damage. It is on t.ilis point that l dis-
agree wi'th Siegler, Osmond and Mann in their review ot .Laing; psy-
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cbedelia is a model of ps7chosia and justitiable as such and I 
doubt that it is any less psychosis than what psychoanalysis tra-
ditionally meant by that term. 
Karl Jaspers claimed that the ultimate sou.re• ot philoaophy 
is the •will to authentic communication' and 'loving contest•. The 
contest is a loving contest in which each man 
surrenders his weapons to the other. The certainty 
ot authentic being resides only in unreserved 
communication between men who live to1ether and Yi• 
with one another in a tree community, who regard 
their association with one another as but a pre-
liminary sti:l who take nothing for granted and Q\leation 
everything. y in coaaunication is all other 
truth fu.lf'illed, only in communication2em I llJ&elf not merely liVing but fl.lltilling life. ) 
Like Jaspers I regard the illperative to unliaited coamu.nication aa 
an unconditional imperative. It is part of the method of flight 
from ael.t-deception that I have been apeaki.Ag or. It begins with 
the perapectivity of man'a knowing and will inTeetigate coaplicate<i 
levels or perspective to indicate the dif!icu.ltiea arising when 
perspectives become contused in relationships. I believe that a 
theory of truth and a theorf ot sanity can be defined in terms ot 
one another. Thia belief underlie• the work ot Laing into ach1so-
phren1a and interpersonal relations. We need to get beyond the 
representationaliaa of the Enlightenment and Kant'• aeawaption of 
noumenal man which seems to be quite a bit supportive of the diffi-
culty of the questions of ttte possibility of communicating with 
other people. Here we have Laing'• difficulty; does the other 
really communicate hiuelt and is his expression to be trusted? 
we might suggest that the disaolution of boundaries in authentic 
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communication is like that in psychosis. 
)• prophetic lnsctnity: 
Let us return to Kierkega9rd's insight that to be 'insane' 
is to be a self-oeeeiver an~ a deceiver of others. Schizophrenia is 
said to be a state of split personality, a divided aelf aa Laing 
puts it; there is a self thdt is communicated and there ie a self 
that is not communicated, a hidden self. To the extent that we all 
hide, or are UllClble to reveal, ~e are schizophrenic. Society baa 
standards by which some are diagnosed officially as schisopb.renic. 
These are legal structures and may say no~hing about excluding 
others from this group of people. We exclude those who are for dif-
ferent reasons dangerous to us. 
It is always difficult in any age to distinguish be'ween the 
mad.man and the prophet. In history they aeem to act much alike. 
Rollo' May's ac.niaoid person becomes schizoid to stay sane in a schi-
zoid world. Ma1 believes that psychological conflict bas a prophetic 
function. The schizoid is that way because his det~n•~~ are not 
good enough; he is not tooled by the games that fool th~ majority. 
May believes that these people have a sort of tacit awareuasa (he 
does not use ?olanyi'a words) of the healthf way ot living in the 
near future. 
The Ecum84ical Insti~ute uses the word •solitary' for 
persons who set themselves alone in order to be more sensitive to 
the needs of people and cultures or, it would follow, those who have 
become more sensitive to the needs of the culture. The so-called 
·•insane' include a lot of very creative people. 
The psychotic is the person whose solitary is out 
of step with his society. Re•~lution takes 
place by means of these solitaries done on the rim 
of the psychotic abyss, unrelated to the social 
vehicle or the day t .. while at the same time th.e" 26 
revolutionary retnal.hs utterly ~ p·art of that. 4'ehicle. 
I recognize Ronald Laing as such a solitary; I can imagine 
the pain of a total commitment to values which his colleagues 
question in great part and the pain of his own eelt-questioning. I 
ha~a i.-9ar!'\ the word eome from England that 'he is generally to be 
regarded as a little crazy.• 
I have mBde a similar commitment; it is to truth, freedom 
and love wor.t<e<i out in relationships with the comau.mity in which I 
live. I know that I cannot but examine Laing's work in the light of 
my own values and search. No matter how hard one tries, one cannot 
escape the question of values in such a project as l am here doing, 
since the judgment ~hat someone is behaving unreasonably is a value 
judgment. 
Rollo i•lay• s recent book l.ove and will is a study of pro-
phecy and psychotherapy and he brings these two close together. As 
a matter of fact, he shows the danger to the prophet who lives on 
the edge of the communal consciousness, that he may go psychotic. 
The individual completes the creative work 
vastly relieved and more a person than before--
but also maimed. we often hear the statement atter 
a harrowing task which took years 'I'll never be 
the same again.• It is the hurt after the atr~ggle, 
the imminence of a neurotic or schizophrenic break, 
though the person may simaltaneoualy be more ~ person 
after the wrestling. Van Gough was maimed; Nietzsche 
was maimed; Kierkegaard was maimed. It is the danger 
of the rasor-blade edge of heightened consciousness 
--
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on which the creative person lives. No man shall see 
God ~nd live; but Jacob did see God--and had to--
and, though he lived, he was maimed. This is the 
paradox of cons9iousness. How much self-awareness 
can a man bear?~7 
But then again,it may be better to enter full life maimed than to 
go 11ii th one's parts intact into hell. 
May distinguishes his contemporary schisoid personality 
from the medical designation of schizoid, the pre-schizophrenic. 
I think there is no distinction except that the medical deaignatt>n 
is a mistake. 111ay 1 s schizoid is normal alienated man t.rying to move 
out of his alienation. A schizophrenic break or psychosis is a 
violent passage through paranoia without establishing aelf-consia-
tency. The passage throu.gh paranoia is necessarily the path trom 
normality, and l shall explain that in the last chapter. 
Creativity seems to be the act of pushing the frontiers 
of consciousness back beyond themselves, but this is dangerous 
because 
in the heightened consciousness wnich is necessary 
for the fully creative act--as in the case of Blake, 
Nietzsche, Kierkegaard, Ibsen, Tillich, and the few other 
men who have challenged the position of God--
schisophrenia and the creative act go hand in hand. 
And the individual may move back and forth from 
one to the other. One can see the whole story in the 
eyes of the person who haa •atrugglea with God and with 
man and prevailea.26 
So when I aaw the eyes in the picture on the dust cover 
' of his books, I knew th.:t Luing was a man I would really like to 
get to know as much aa reading his books and enlightening my own 
experience through them could allow. And reading his works con-
firmed this; I wondered how a man who could write Knots and who 
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keeps such close company with schizophrenics and schizophrenia could 
avoid being moireed and emerging, of dying and risin& to a new lite. 
I believe in the life th.;t .L.:»ing is revealing to us in hia 
work and I wish to get to know hir.1 a.ore in this study aa well as 
providing some introduction into his beliefs. It will be a dialogue 
between him and me ana subject to the laws of the dysd that we are 
two people speaking from our own perspectives, hopefully moving 
toward some truth. The limitation from the beginning is that I am 
writing my perspective on the inerection of L,fint;'s perspective 
and on mu own. when I quote !'rom some other author, I do so with 
approval; I do not use him aa an authority but only because he seems 
able to explicate my experience more accurately and more concisely 
than I can. I quote also to show that I am not alone in my thinking , 
and only in so far as they reflect my own belief and experience. 
i... The Search for Intim11cy: 
People are desperately asking now, Is is really possible 
to love without being taken? Love seems to be o coverup for fear, 
and so we must ask, Is this love? Two millenin ago John wrote 'in 
love there can be no tear, but tear is driven out by perfect love.' 
There is so much tear in our worlc.i and we stay apnrt lest we be 
taken. It is fear that makes my study possible anc necessury, 
because if there were no fear there would surely be no people in 
psychiatric hosp1t~ls, nor would there be people afraia to get close 
to one another, wnich is the fear that grounds schizophrenia; fear 
aeems to emerge as the final emotion to be confronted in its full-
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nees an<l ~he most difficult to !ace. 
cion 
In the worus of henri Nouwen, we are left with the suspi-
t::.::. t the reality wni ch \\i8 call 'love' ia nothing 
other than a blanket to cover the real !act. that a 
:n3n and a woman conquer ea ch other in a long subtle 
skirmish of taking movements in which one is always 
the winner who manipulates the other in the patterns 
of his or her life. Love seems to bo unm~sked as 
another t~king of our £ellow man enc exerci&ing 
of our subtle but pervasive power over him.29 
The taking form of relationship relies on oua' $ holuing a person• a 
secrets in readiness to use against him if the .i:·c;lat.ionsbip 
becomes threatening to one • .And our worla. seems so au.ch to live on 
this form of being together. Aa Nouwen says it 
these are the dynamics of w~r and hate. I! we 
look at the thousands of people suffering in mental 
institut.ions• the mill.ions or chilO.ren crilaned in t.he 
conflict between their parents, the endless nwnber 
of people separated from eech otner Gnu left. alone, 
we wonder if anybody can eyer escape the ~aking 
form ot our existence. It.is the taking form.which 
brings deetruction wll.eaa the power is ours.JO 
The question of whether that whic~ we call 'love• really is love is 
quite central to .Laing•e work, and we shall explore later what he 
has to say on ~he matter. 
Wilhelm Reich begin• The .11!:.fd•r of Chri~t with a quot<.•tion 
from Rousseau. 
Man ia born tree; and everylllbere he is in chains. 
One thinks himself the mater of ochers, ~na at.ill 
remains a greater slarve than they. How did this 
change come about? I do not !tno~. 
Reich points out th.::.t there has been in any age an at.tempt to solve 
this question of what he ctills the •emotional pla&Ue of man•. It 
is the 'trap•. Anri Reich attrib~tes being in the trap to 'something 
LOYOLA UNl\iERSITY l!iiKAR'fi 
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basically and cruci:•lly wrong in the whole setup of men's proce-
31 
aura of learning to know himself.' Those who tried to get out '.)f 
this trap suffered for it or were killed. 
Criminals are people who find tho exit from the trap 
and rush toward it, ~1ith violence towards t.he fellow 
raan in the trap. Lunatics who rot away in institutions 
and are 11U:tde t.o twitch,. like witches in t.ne mi<idle 
ages, by way of electric shocks are a~so trapped 
men who saw ti.1e exit but could not overcoG.e the 
common horror of approaching it.3~ 
It seems that to ~ome ext.ent or another wo , !''l all involved in the 
condition of people 
who hate themaelves and everybody else> live lonely 
and forsaken in big crowds. They are deadly afraid of 
each other. They pat each other on the backs and grin 
with friendly grimaces; they must. deceive each other 
lest they cut each other's throl'lts. And each single 
one among them knows that each single other one is 
cheating. They hold conferences now as ~hey cid two 
thousand years ago to get •final peace', well knowin& 
that they cheat each other ·,;~th evasions and formalities. 
Nobody tells what he thinks.~J 
And so people learn to worship truth while living a lie and they 
live their lives con.fined by an armored character structure to .ti& 
may be called •just. being hum.an', and live their possibilities in 
phantaay. 
Some people make dramatic breakthroughs into living, they 
break out through the cracks in the armor. but the araor is the 
product of •careful' anti intense education fr~m birth. Reich was a 
geAius, brilliant. He died in prison on the ch&rge of aelling 
coamic life energy across the borders, and many of his writings 
were destroyed by the jury th<·~t indicted him. We coulc say in the 
light of his study that anything is therapeutic t.hc.t facilitcites 
---
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a breakout or the trap without the destructiYe expression of vio-
lence. 
In the long run, I believe that it is the society or com-
mllllity in which one livaa thut eventually cures. But the therapist 
in the past has performed the function or commiting patients to a 
certain symbol system of a community. However, the co-unity may 
be dishonest or self-deceiving. It stands to reason, then, that if 
the community is healthy the individuals within it haye the beat 
possibility of being healed and of growing. Only in a dishonest 
community do we have the need of Ppecialists of healing. 'Sicknea~ 
disintegration, or what ever symbol we use for dis-ease, ia pro-
phecy to t.he community that it is dishonest--a very good reason t<r 
the community to lock up its •sick' people. 
If we look at the evolution of living creatures, we find 
with the breakthrough to man the emergence of an ability to care. 
a moral sense, even the ability to risk one's life for another. 
And 1 as Polanyi says it, 'we realize that both this moral sense and 
our respect tor it presuppose an obedience to commands accepted in 
defiance of the immemorial scheme of self-preservation which had 
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dominated the evolutionary process up to this point.• 
To make survival or self-preservation one's aim in lite 
is not only to be unwilling to grow more human or to begin to 
transcend oneself but to become less than human. Man ought to be 
more concerned about caring than about being cared for, to be more 
concerned about giving than about receiving. The psychotherapist 
ought to be loving, giving, not just receiving a living and social 
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meaning from others. The renunciation of power and controlling re-
lationships and the establishment of loving or Cbring relationships 
is the ground of therapy. In loving relationships there will be 
trusting and in the trusting relationship there will be ever increa-
sing revealing• and not just revealing of political opinions but 
revealing of feelings. emotions, and most important, ot •~-uea. 
In theory of c.s. Peirce, loYe is the evolutionary force 
of the universe, and evolution is the process ot revealing. The 
purposeful revealing ot reasonableness is God. 
Everybody can see that t.he statement of St. John (God ia Love) is t.he formula of an evolutionary 
philosophy, which teaches that growth comes only 
from love, troa--I will not eay aelt-facri!ice1 but from the ardeot im.pul.ae to fulfil another s 
highest impul.ae.J) · 
So I believe that I am using Peirce•s term 'agapiam' correctly when 
l use it to include the forms of loving behavior that arise from 
'the ardent impulse to fulfill another's highest impul.ae,' to enable 
him more and more to .fllltill t.heae impulses. A truly psychotherapeu.-
tic relationship is then agapistic, tending toward an increase of 
loving in the world. The clinical attitude has aspired t.o moral 
neutrality and it is for this very reason that its therapeutic 
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effect is very questionable. Perhaps madness is a moral category. 
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ll. Dis-ease and Environment 
l 
It we look to the 'forces that make people patients' we 
note that behavior can be seen in terms or response to the environ-
ment and to biological stress. However, little is known of the bio-
logical causes of emotional disorder or whether it can be said that 
emotional disorder has biological cause, so we cannot concern our-
selves with that here. But as Halleck points out, the psychiatrist 
is concerned with environmental stress, and that is the concern of 
my work in this paper. 
The intellectual followers of Freud and Marx call the stress 
of the environment that takes the form of social institutions •re-
pression•. Laing and the workers of Tavistock have been concerned 
with 'violence' that men do on one another. There are some who dis-
cuss the necessity of stress in our lives. Victor Frankl certainly 
emphasizes his belief that without stress and anxiety we die. But 
there may be limits to a person's capacity to endure stress; perhaps 
part of growing up is to extend one's horizons of stress tolerance. 
There have been many psychiatrists who have said that psy-
chiatry today is a system of repression, just as much aa are the 
social systems and institutions that cause people to end up needing 
psychiatric treatment. Of these the Freudo-Marxiate are the most 
outspoken. There is a certain advantage and necessity of taking 
into consideration the most liberal or radical1lh1.nkera and the 
most outspoken; and there is an advantage to taking into conside-
ration those thinkers who don't aeem to be detached in a scientific 
way from their research. It is these latter who will be the first 
to be angry at what the environment doea to people. Perhaps they 
will exaggerate but it is those who will probably see first, like 
the prophets we spoke about, ano the psychotics. 
But we have been speaking of the contact of the insane 
with the environment. We must ask of the relation of the therapist 
with the same environment if it is possible for the therapist to 
interact with the same environment. It is the task of the therapist 
to relate to t~.e same environment as his patient at some time in 
his life and to have learned to deal with it. As Halleck says 
If the therapist is to help his patient obtain real 
insight into the causes of his despair, the therapist 
must constantly try to expand his own awareness of the 
social and political elll'ironment2so th.at he can share thia awareness with his patient. 
The therapist ought to be open w:i.th his client about his relation-
ship to the environment or there is no point to being in touch ~ith 
the environment, and l believe, no point to being a the.rapist. The 
only way the therapist can deal with the patient' 3 juV.6ements and 
phantasies about him is to bring them out into the open and to 
compare them with the therapist's own value juagements, and judgementa 
about himaelt. 
Bernard .Lonergan pointed out that 'the only way to under-
stand another's differentiation to consciousness is to bring about 
) 
that differentiation 1n oneself.' I would ask what differentiates 
insane consciousness from healthy consciousness and can the thera• 
pist incorporate this into h'is own consciousness. My paper is an 
attempt to approximate an understanding of the insane differentia-
tion of consciousness ano l think I can so approximate because 
Laing seems to have incorporated it into his consciousness. Laing 
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points out that we are able to understand the psychotic when we 
can understand our own psychotic possibilities. 
A .. Diseases as Symptom 
Let us now examine in generQl the relationship of disease 
and environment and disease as the expression ot the relationship 
of man to his surroundings. 
Since the time of Hippocrates it is belieTed that the 
cause of disease is something that invades the body from without. 
The demons invaded a person and he threw a fit; or bacteria or vi-
ruses invade the body today and cause infectious diseases and 
cancer. If the defences are down or become weak the invasion takes 
place. So we can combine forces and fight off an epilepsy or tubett-
culosis or cancer: But this is to make a combination o! aymptoma 
into an entity. And so medical science still seeka 'disease demons' 
that attack healthy bodies and psychoanalysis founa certain forms 
of damage caused by external entities distorting instincts. I aa 
going t.o consider a theory which au.ggeata that in the state of ilJ,. 
neas 'a person is alienated trom the object of the affected tunc-
1+ 
tion,' and is not merely invaded by alien powers. 
•e are raised to consider life in terms of sell-preser-
vation, and we ough~ ~lso to consider it from the point o! view 
of sell-communication. iSehavior may be the performance ot a 
consummatory action or it can be a symbolic expreaaion or COlllllluni• 
cation. 
---
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Illness differs from health only with respect to the 
form in which the individu.:il relates to his specific 
envi~nment• Whereas healthy behavior patterns use 
the Cidy organa, social conventions ana langu~ge in 
a manner which establishes and maintains positive 
interaction with others, the s~mptomt of illness 
serve only as self-expression. 
The deeper self 'asserts itself in the form of illness when ~he 
existential situation frustrates a specific need of the personalitoto 
Symbolic organ language is the last resort if needs cannot be 
expressed otherwise. 
The most basic assumption that l see appearing in my paper 
is that the expression of a person is a revealing of himself. But 
this is far trom an outrageous assumption ~nd is the basic assump-
tion of any phenomenological investigation of intersubjectivity. 
The only way we may know how Q person feels is by his expression. 
But he may express his feelings or communicate them unwittingly or 
in weiys he does not think he expresses it. Thus t.he behavior or a 
person may seem inappropriate to the situation; for example, the 
behavior of a man who laughs and jokea at his wife's fu.neral is 
strange an~ ought to be looked into. When a person's behavior does 
not make sense in the environment it is umptom. And Halleck has 
pointed out that •symptoms are behaviors that arise trom the need 
to influence what is often an oppressive environment; they are also 
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efforts to change the environment. 
' Symptolll8 however, though they are a cry tor help, are only 
indirect communication and need to be interpreted. Usually they do 
not produce the results that direct commwiication would, <.1ncl., I wouJd 
suggest, mostly produce the opposite consequences to those sought. 
-TbU.S the h7pochondriac who uees physical disabilities to gain 
s)'lllpathy usually manages only to irritate thoae who ori6 inally had 
some interest in him. In the long run symptollla are an attempt to 
gain a certain control• and the medical approach has been to clear 
up the symptoms by setting an overbalance of soae cheaical in t.he 
body. This has only the effect of establishin& a higher dam wall 
where the communication was breaking through and forcing a aearch 
for other weak places where the break through can be made. To deal 
with the substantive thinking ot the medical sciencea I have 
merely used the analogy of a dam that has aprung a leak; the leak 
then is patched up with chemicala and the water pressure torcea its 
way through the next weak place. To contin1.1e this kind. ot thinkin&t 
we can suggest that psychosis is what we have when the whole wall 
crumbles at once. 
The alt.ernat.ive to symptom treatment is to teach the patient 
how to communicate dirtctlx with those around him and to find. 
g 
other ways ot dealing with the oppressive or dama&ing environment. 
The trouble with symptoms ia that they may persist after the envi-
ronmental circumstancea they were to handle are removed and we 
shall refer to this point again at the eno of thia chapter. 
Before the therapist tries to adjust his patient to the 
situation he lives in, which is the aim of behavior therapy in this 
country, the therapist has to ask himself: Is the situation worth 
belng adjusted to? Otherwise we spend our time adjusting ourselves 
and others to a crazy and violent >-;orld till we end up, as Laing 
saya, in a state of alienation •~chieved only by outrageous vio· 
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9 i•nc• perpet.rat.ed. by human beings on hwaan beinga. ' All therapiat.E> 
--
au•t be philoaophera of the lived world or else they spend their 
iill• ana wit inventing waye or suppressing the attempts of indi-
viduals to OQID•unicate the message or violence men do to each 
other and the attempts to change what needs to be changed in so-
ciety. 
B. Dia-east and Genetica 
It seems that there are certain clear limits at which a 
sudden breakdown occurs and the process into die-ease becomes irre-
versible ~nd it is interesting that this is the case both tor 
cancer and tor schizophrenia. I will suggest that ge.netic atru.ctun 
probably allows one certain normal biological potential to be used 
excessively. 
Guilt• sickness and defect are, accoruing to Siirala, 'se-
curities for the debt of unlived life,' un al4rm sent out by man's 
unrealized potentialities. Lliaease process is alw<iiys to be wxl.er-
atood as a challenge and though there is pain there ia also the 
joy of discovery of new life if the ularm is heeded, of an aspect 
of life 'that is threatened by distortion or suffocation. Whenever 
an individual's presence is not suf'ficiently realized• either for 
himself, or his fellow-man, something of an appeal always takes 
' . its place.' The potentiality is both buriea in the symptom and it 
is sounding the alana through the symptom. Tbe individual Qnd the 
community are both closed to the alarm and open to it. The symptom 
is eventually transformed whether by suppreaa1on and silencing 
into another f'orm or by liberation and 1nte1ration to new lite. It 
th• cOlllllwli.ty retuaea to receive the alarm it will be transferred 
and t.he ciama&• will go d"per; tor example, 
the eyaptome will paaa trom epeech impairment to the 
intestinal tract; from there to the akin; froa the 
a.kin to the lWlC• i from the lungs to psychotic or 
pa1chopathic behavior. The next atop may be repression 
ot tear, or esca~-reactiona, amon.g the family members 
or the theraF•utlc personnel; then there may be crisis 
ot the entire ~h1.•rapeu.tic inat.itut.ion; atanda may be 10 t.aken by adjoo~nt organs in the community; and so on. 
What has to be recognised that what was called •trana-
f erence • by the psychoanalysis ia really the second transference. 
1'he original tranafereince is the one by which the detect arises in 
the individual in which the community truneters its contl1C1i to 
the individual; the therapist Ill.lat be the means by which the ind;I.. 
vidu<ll is able to transfer the crisis back. to the community• who 
is willing to aUow this tranater to take place. The individual 
then is accepted and the community is able to allow itself' to be 
challenged to con.front the denied lite in itself. 
1 have been insistent th&t the commWAity denies itself 
lite when it excludes those from itself that it calla craay ana 1 
refer to Michel Foucaulta•s study •U&6esting our extreme rationa-
lism and the need to preserve rationalism is the reason we excludl 
the craay, but only a certain amount. The disposition of the body 
to certain diseases, if we cen really talk of disposition, is 
related to the environmental conditions and from this relation 
symptoms may develop. Some medical specialists suggest that ill-
ness is essential to the human condition anti th<' t if it were to t:e 
eliminated something else woula have to take its place. ~o the 
emergence of cuncer on such a large scale in this century is attri• 
buted in some degree to the fact that we nave practically elimi-
nated infectious diseases from our society. If we do •contact' 
infection we tt1ke a pill ana the pain goes away; but we don't knon 
what the pill is doing to the human race on the side. 
Booth uses the example o! epilepsy which he aonsiaers to 
be symptomaU.c of repressed aggreasiveness a.nu which can be dealt 
with by giving oneself to a service kina ot work or by taking 
ll 
pills. It is true that diseases o.f'ten run in familJ.ea, but is 
th:!.~ i:>E.•~a11.J11J something is paaaed on in the genes and broak:s out 
\1hen the invader is near or is it possibly, as Booth suggest.a, 
because the constitutional types attract each other sexually and 
~nbree~, which shou.ld raise new questions tor a different defini-
tion of inceat'i 
lllness ia the expreaaion also of personality accorai.ng 
to thia theory. Tho type of chronic illness that afflicts a 
person at the end of life reflects the way of his relation to 
his situation in aays of health. I woula Bllggest that the last 11.J.. 
ness is the last working out of the inte6ration of personality 
('holiness' in the traoit1onal sense) the reason, l auppose, in 
the past that religious communities regartled their aick as pre-
• 
cioue an<i 'bringing the grace of Goci' to the community. Ihe last 
task a person ha~ to co is to accept the final dis-ease. 
--
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c. ~isease and historicity 
In the past ages mDn has bee:r1 somehow d.ominated by animals 
(in the pre-agricultural age ot our evolution} and by the seasons 
(in the agricultural age) ano. at t.he same time by Goo. • .but in our 
age of t.echnology man has become a controller. Today he ia taught 
he is fully responsible for his existence; his aim is self-preser-
vation ano self-sufiiciency, but this valuing system has its price. 
It appears there!ore consistent that those who are 
predominantly dedicated to values inherent ia ael.f-
preservat.ion will be rewal'deo with longer lives, but 
will also transform some vital organ into a sell-
sutficient object. It is also consistent that the 
common forms of therapy in cancer rely specifically 
on machines ana on discover1ee1~oncernin& the payai-cochemical aspects ot biology. 
It seems that it is the fwiction in man best enaowed for life• the 
preferrea function, that becomes sick, is dis-eased. For example, 
one coulc. speculate th;.,t the lung constantly S'-lbjecteci to large 
quantities of poisonous gaaaea would develop special power to sur-
Vi ve the onslaught, which it cannot get from the body. The lung is 
able to become independent, but in becoming independent it destroys 
itself. So Boot.h would suggest that each person comes to choose a 
relationship to such !unctions and 'physical disease seems to 
teach a negative leason, that man comes through sickness unto death 
13 
by living according to his own nature.' Booth points 01.rt. that in 
' this sense Kierkegaard described as 'sickness unto death' the 'will 
to be one's own aelt and to create one's own life according to a 
personal hierarchy of values.• Davia Cooper has made a similar sug-
gestion: 'in an extreme statement, one might s&y that all lethal 
--
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diseases are suicide in the aense of a refusal to love.' l would 
8uggest the possibility of loving one's aia-ease, and ask whether 
the only way of healing may not be by incorporating one's dis-
ease into one's life in the sense that in the pa~t the 'holy' 
thing to do was to resign oneself to one's ais-eaae. 
Eaoh man has to set up a relation to the environment of 
balance between preferred function ano !unctions he has taken for 
granted, between the different ways of establishing con.formi.sm. 
If he fails to do that 'illness sets the b~lance straight between 
preferred and neglected !unctions' anc informs him that it needs 
to be done. Dis-ease is compensation. J1.1ng found this principle in 
psychiatry expressed in his work on 'psychological types.• Sick-
ness is the way towards wholeness, integrity, holiness. Religion 
has traditionally encouraged people to sacrifice what the7 are wost 
capable at, or .t'eel most atrongly about• so t.hat thia integration 
of the whole personality t~kes place. It is possible that modern 
man the conqueror ano achiever who uoes not 111Wke aacriticea' may 
find out that such a course be follows may be regretable. 
I believe that dis-ease is an expression of eomethingund 
not something to be conquered; it points to conflict that. needs 
attention. ~e have often to be forced into bed by sickneaa at times 
in our lives before we begin to see the way. When I began a chap-
lain' a internship in a progrwaaive hospital which aubacribea to the 
principle ot •human ecology' I envied the doctors' magical powere 
and rGgretted ay own incompetency, but eventually realised that 
Chemicals a.no preeoriptiona only control sympt.oma whereas what 
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counted is the patient's relation to the environment. Sickness is 
man's choice, chld I have long believed that a person dies when he 
i• ready, and in a way that he chooses, excluding the unfortunate 
cases when death is the result 0£ some violent accident. People 
who are :i.n tine ml.n11n;ry 1n its <11r1"erent 1·orma ou.gh.t help people 
die and understand their death as acceptable ooncluaion to their 
life. This point I shall develop in chapter aix. 
o. ~acip.ees and ttiato£1c1ty 
From our aiacuaaion above of dis-ease as the expression ot 
a relation to the environment we aoYe on to a discuaaion 0£ mental 
die-ease as also an expression ot relation 'tO the environment. 
Michel Foucault in his etu.d7 ot the history o! 1nean1t7 
since the Enlightenment, Madness anc Civilisation, points out that 
at the end ot the middle ages leproa7 had pract.ically disappeared 
trom the '4estern world. The leper had been the most teared or all 
men and different ways ot excluding him troa society had been de• 
veloped with appropriate rituala1 church and social, tor the exclu-
11on. These rituals and structures had been incorporated quite well 
into society and haa become part of its atruoture and they rema1n«i 
when leprosy left. It almost aeema that there were rituals ot cleao-
aing and exclusion with none to clean and ex.elude until aomehow 
thoae rituals were transterrid. to another class ot people who were 
regarded as insane o! mind and ought to be put away lest they con-
taminate the rest of the people. According to Foucau.lt it was the 
beginning of the age of reason. Reason excludes unreason. but is it 
'11 
really reasonable 7 
Just as l'.!lBdness es a evcial .1.·eGlity roae in wnat is clea:d.y 
a response to soci;,. l rei&li ty, we mu.011 not. lo•• t.rac¥ oi' the tact 
that it remains a social reality. .e.nc. w~ b.ave no ri&nt. 1io expect 
certain people to take it on our word that what '-he~ take to be 
reality is 1t3 inverse unle!s we ara willing to admit tbe poesibi• 
lity that what we take t.o be reality ir..ay be 1-: ... 1nverae. And ao we 
are caught 1n the question wit.n t.he acbi~op~-'rlic cJ! what ia the 
real. Schizophrenia ie a c~l~ural problem and it is a philoaopbical 
problem. 
Those who deal with the achizophrenio, especially tne 
doctor realize that they are them.se~vea a part of that 
split 11te which they are en.:01.Wtering. • •l'he enoowiter 
with achizophran1a ehowa that tbl split life haa 
emergect in a world wh~r• the communal na~ure o! 1llneaa 
is dtniedl· healing can b• effected only throllgh experien-
cing the llnesa as held in common. When aahiaophrenia 
is encountered as a common illneaa one d1sc0Ter1 that 
there are also hiuden in 1t possibilities of COlllDOn 
healing. Both becoming ill •11c:heal1ng !U"'e ~tenta in 
the whole comunity organism. " 
So the ru.nction of the tnerapiot i• to commit the '11•-ea•• to a 
healing symbol system of the community. ~ut. what it the symbol sys-
tem that ia meant to heal is decadent ? The aane person has been 
supposed in the past to be the one who followed eome scheme of 
organising hie experience that was acceptable, to people around him 
who had adherents who were numerou.a enoLtgh that. he woulo not be 
alone. ln this way people found the1.r centering. The crisis in our 
century is that many believe that th• communities are falling 
apart, that common purpose is loat and it aenainly ia believeci 
generally that the sane person is the one who aearchee to become 
-billl.9•11'. l would suggest t.hat someone like Herman Heaee is arche• 
iypal for the twentieth century, the search without common purpose; 
Anci :is is the kind of o.eeperate search. Aa Philip Rief'.f' says 
the debts incurred by co nacience through warped and 
atrophied commwial purposes are now being paid off 
at a usuri~u• rate of interest. The lingerina death 
of autnritation love haa lett behind hatred and vio-
lence, twin widowe 0£ dead love, tree to atimu.late in 
the culturally impoverished or dieenchanted energies 
emancipated trom conviction ••• There are coloniea of the 
violent among ua, devoid or any stable sense of communal 
purpo1e1 bes't deeoribea, I think, our present temporarily 
aobisoid existence in two cul~ures--Yacilating betwe~ 
dead purposes iind d•adlt devices ~o escape boredom.~ 
£. Qi•-easf2 In!!!ecqrity 
In a letter to Ronald Laing introducing the en&lish tran•• 
lation of his work M•dic19e 1n Mttamorpbos1a, M. Silral& writes 
that his two assumptions are that •schizophrenia is ubiquitous, 
or. in plain l&nguage, that everyone is schizophrenic ••• that is 
not, and cannot be, generally admitted: collective achisophrenia ia 
not the subject 0£ a bright collective conaciousnesa. He bagina 
his study with case hiatoriea or speech-disturbed children and in 
every case the child seemed to lack a nest in infancy. Parents 
were too concerned with an attempt to develop a higher standard or 
living--both gave almost no time to the child and the mother 
doubted her own femininity. Because the child was not born into a 
• 
secure neat his attitude to being in the world is insecurity. Laing 
tound in hia stuciies ot achisophrenia that this dis-ease which 
maniteata itself as 'ontological insecurit7' arisea when the expe• 
rience ot the child is invalidated 1n hia original family. 
I 
! 
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u Siirala claims that parents must be able to be a 'pole of inter-
r•• 17 
comrnunic&tion.' and the child must be able to establish 'recipro-
18 
cal comprehensibility• between him and his worla. The parents 
must also be able to grasp 'the total configuration, the unity of 
19 
meaning, in a person's verbal communication.• and able to get 
t>eyond the content of word a. •A !uneia:uental prerequi.si te for 
speech development is a home that will accept the child to at least 
20 
eome extent.• ln oaaes illustrated in this book the parents were 
ambivalent about their relationship to the children and most 
escaped it by concern for high stancarda of living. 
M. Siirala points out that 'the day has not only passed, 
it has long since paesed. when we coulo visualize a healthy paychia• 
21 
trist confronting a sick patient.• In fact it is one of the main 
obstacles to therapy to think that we can reduae diseases to mere 
object-thinga, entities that can be studied. in isolation. To do so 
22 
is to be subject of the 'daluaion of reductive rei!'ication.• 
M. Siirala is careful to begin at the beginning; it aeema to be the 
beginning that we have chosen. 
--
Every child is a unique field of experience, an individual 
world. This world must reach out other individual 
worlds in •I-thou• relationships, ana to the common 
worlds and world in 'l-we rela1;1onships. In other words 
a major dimension of individual human development 
consists of the poasibilities of at~aining reciprocal 
comprehensibility. How far can mutual verbal presence 
be reached between Ptople? 'fhis depend• on tupd.~~t~ 
non-verbal conditions. Moreover, the 'com11on woi7 ~e 
world that receives each new indiviaual into its 
midet, must fulfill certain minimum requirements. 
And the proceas of reception begina, not with delivery, 
not even with conception. The reception has an immenst 
historical dimension which is, in principle• endleaa.ZJ 
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~very person is born into m:1ny complexes and families, anu in these 
contexts he must find a structure for security and stability. 'This 
nest mu.at mediate at least a mini.awn ot mutual human presence.• It 
dis-ease is the result of objectification. the d.enial o! a neat c:c 
atru~ure ot acceptance, the mode of therapJ is not to be scien-
tific objectification, classification or reitication. The baaia 
of therapy is encounter, providing what the person lacked from 
childhood, attection and love, and an honest eounciin& board tor 
his experience. So if the source of disease is isolation and ••P':l-
ration trom healthy communication, therapy will not proceed unless 
the therapist assumes the responsibility or the reJection or the 
person which is the orii:;in of dis-ease. It is for this reason that 
David Cooper Stlg6esta that the psychotherapist should be the pros-
titute; he tinde that according to derivation 'prostitute' means 
'one who stands for' and would •ua&•et that someone should stand 
for every person with whom the patient has not worked out hia rela-
tionsip. 
Unless every person has met the prostitutes he needa in his 
life he will seek ways of working out his conflicts in his aaily 
relationships and he will tend to pick the wrong people to do 1 t. 
It is almost like the case of symptoms which we found usually 
achieve the opposite of what they are meant to accomplish. So 
So Jourard aaya that 'the people who live the waya of life typical 
to their "ecological niches" become ill because they behave in ways 
24 
exquisitely calculated to produce just those outcomes.• 
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Paul Tillich wrote in the foreword of A. ~iirala 'l'he Voice 
£_! Illr.ese that illness speaks of dist:.urbed relations (this is 
why I have been using the word dis-ease' so bro;.;dly) between the in-
dividuals and a social group. Sickness ~ay be a heult.hy reaction 
again3t sick society. Diseaae therefore becomes highl~5ambiguou.s 
and can be evaluated both negatively and positively.• 
F. r'reud and the Ecol9gr or Dia-ease 
1.ccording to Freuci, in neurosis t.he ego in dependence on 
reality auppreaaea some part of the id, while in psychosis the ego 
in service of the id withdraws from reality. But Freud goes on to 
aay thu.t •every neurosis dieturba t.he patient's relation to reality' 
or as I would put it, the symptoms deaoribe<i aa neurosis reflect a 
relationship to the situation. Freud remarks that the •neurosis 
consists in the proceasea which provided a compensation for the 
portion or the id that haa been damaged,' this bein& ot course a 
distorted relationehip to the situation. ~e would expect that in 
the genesis of psychosis 
two steps could be discerned, of which the first would 
drag the ego away, this time from reality• while the 
second would try to make &oou the aau.age tion• and re-
establish the subJ,gt's rel~tionship to reality at the 
expense of the id. 
~o he says that neurosis and psychosis are both the expression of 
< 
a rebellion or the id against the external world, 'of ita unwilling• 
ness--or, if one pretera, it• incapacity--to adapt itse.i.l to the 
exigencies of reality, to ~v~y kf¥/ lneoessity}. • So the person by 
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remoaels it. Freud proceeds to remarK thnt normal or healthy be-
havior passes between the two forms of pathology. Neurosis seems 
to be a passive dealing With reality by escape and psychosis an 
active dealing by changing it. 
In psychosist the transforming of reality is carried 
out upon the psychical precipitates o£ former relations 
to it-that 1s 1 upon the memory-traces ideas and judge-
ments which have been previously deriveo from reality 
and by which reality was represented in ~he mind. But 
thia relation was never a closed one; it was conti-
nually being enriched anti altered by !resh perceptions. 
Thus the psychosis is also faced with the taak of pro-
curing for itself perceptions of a kinci \thich shall 
correspond to the new reality• and this is most 
radically effected by means o} hallucination. • .A neurosis 
usually contents itself wi~h avoiaing the piece ot 
reality in q~estion and protecting itself against comin& 
into contact with 1t. The sharp distinction between 
neurosis and psychosis, however, is weakened by the 
circwnetance that in neuroais, too, there is no lack ot 
attempts to replace a disagreeable reality by one which 
is more in keeping with the subject's wishes. Thie is 
made possible by the existence of a world of phant1ax, 
ot a domain which became separated rrom the real external 
~orld at th~ tim• of the introduction of the reality 
principle. 2·1 
G. Language. Constellations and Environment• 
An underatanaing of 'constellations• is useful for the 
discussion of language and presence and tneir relevance to the 
formation ot a dis-eased way of being. So M. Siirala haa uaed it. 
According to Beidegger apeech is the 'home ot beingf ano in 
it man dwells. In language is man's capacity for reflection, that 
' 
is, hie capacity to understand, ano the means of hie integration 
with himself and his community. That is, presence ia the means of 
hia self-integration. The 1n£ant begins to learn the language and 
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then the self-integration in the basic family which 11· it hae . ..>ome 
reliability and stability has the quality of a neat. ; .. person's 
sense of presence to people greatly depends on the way in which he 
was able to present to his parents and immeai£1te family anti whether 
~-: sson was a bad one or not; if tho lesson wae bad he must go 
out and learn to be present to someone else, to the one we have 
called 'prostitute'• 
The'prostitute' ae Cooper calls him must be able to be 
tathcr and a mother, to be able to !eel childlike in the relation 
to the patient. It ia most illlportant thet the psychotherapist be 
able to take the role of the •the ancient bisexual man-woman who 
28 
at certain critical points explodes into a serious joke.' If the 
child does not meet the prostitute he tioea not free himaelf from 
his parents. 
There is .~ certain continuwn of mooa between mother and 
child that can be symbiotically perpetuated indefinitely 
even into adult lite, slavine; many of us in an emotional 
no man'a land in which we are in a state of not cr~ing 
the uncried distress feeling of another (mother). 2~ 
And so the child grows up into an adult world and is lost and 
doesn't know what he needs. So there are many people who 
go to partiea in a aearah for a correct solitude, but 
inevitably get lost on the way because they are unclear 
of their need and would never i.n.agine that they iO to 
the party in order not to be there. Jo'lthe true aoli-
tude is lost in a frenetic loneliness.~o 
:ll.irala found that in the cases of aia-eaaed speech the 
presence of the child may have been recognized but the atmosphere 
was cistorted by controversy, insecurity ana ins~ability. 'The 
--
_,,_ 
specific gro1111d for an indiviuual's speech and apeakifl6 is the his-
.)l 
tory of ~he nest ana the subsequent phasea of his own presence.' 
Here 1 then, we !inu direct correlation with the discoveries of 
Lein& and othera on the d.ouble-bino. situation. 'I'he origin o! 
~peech dis-ease and achizophrenia haa much to do with the aistor• 
tion of the existence ot the parents ana their conaeq11ent expreaaion. 
Language is the best testimony that man i• not merely 
an inoividual but a fellow-man ; it i• •among the aoat obYioua di• 
32 
mensiuns of mutual integration between human beings.' Dia•eaae of 
speech would certainly speak of dis-ease of rQlationah.ipa. 
Though it may be the caae that, in 011r age we seem to have 
become particularly aware of man•~ need for care 1 it alao aeema to 
be a fact that we haye evolved new forms of aiaorimination a&Binat 
certain groups. The aiscrimination becomes even more subtle because 
discrimination has also become socially reprehensible. And Siirala 
regards this discrimination aa a key !actor in the place of ais-
~se in our society.Discrimination must becom~ rejection of the 
defects to whtch JRUl 11 susceptible• a reiteration ot the old 
oeliet' that we r&ject others what we fear or don't like in ouraelw s. 
nollo May• Harvey Cox, and others ure concerned thnt we recognize 
ou.r need to incorporate the daimon into our 11 ves in a creati va wa y 
lest it take ow-er and destroy u.s. I can only suggest that unless 
we incorporate the aaimons of our society we shall be destroyed by 
them. And our approach to dis-ease in our society may have the po~r 
to destroy our people. 
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Much of the rejection of the dis-eased person is all attemjt 
to reject from our lives the recognition of dependency on others 
in ourselves. Siirala point• out that we seem to dispel from our 
awareness at the same time our dependence on other• and our diffe-
rences .from them. .3ut both ot the•• are neceaaary components ot 01.r 
lives. Instead of recoaniain& this we label the one with •aatect' 
a• !!Ce2ti0Qll, (a polite torm ot ostracism) and an outcaat becal.Ullt 
he is dependent. Thia 1a precisely to deny from ourselves \hat. each 
ot us is defective in some way; certain ways ot being detective aie 
prohibited in each aoeiety. We reject the othera onl7 becauae they 
remind ua cf our own limitations; they remind us that we are vul-
nerable and heaaed toward death. We reity death but the trouble 
is 
the tQeath-content• of our own mode of be1ng--and the 
particular behavior this involv••--remaina hidden from 
us. Nhen •death' maniteata itael.f in tenu ot sheer 
nopeleaaneaa, our own deapa1r, we dare not experience 
it at all. we must locate it anywhere we can. Thia 
..:. .,.,;.eting and avoidance .form one dimension o£ the pre• 
'f'.a.J.ent communal depreaaion, from which the clinical 
dc~reasion ot individuals aerivea.J3 
We have lost hope in the poaa1b1l1ty that death to lite may be 
redemptive, that there might be new possibilities o.f lite contained 
in death. In tailing to confront our own death in our livee we 
become resigned in a teelingleae way, in a suicide that is too 
easily chosen. I see that the ,.major religions ot the world reaarci 
death aa the possibility of new life; perhaps we ot thQ twentieth 
century enlightenment preter the hal.f-chosen euicicie to the poeai• 
bility of being duped by the 'will to believe.• 
--
I 
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The import of discrimination in any case is tha~ it throws 
the burden for communal defects on one individual or a minority 
who must experience its agony alone. !t is clear that despair is 
the basis of discrimination ana the emergence of hope the way out 
of discrimination. 
Language is any form of activity used to establish 'reci-
procal comprehensibility• and in this sense every person is a 
centre of speech. 'The relative independence, cohesion, integrity• 
mobility, ana differentiation of tnis life as a speech centre form 
34 
dimensions of intelligence.• There are innumerable means of es• 
tablishing mutual comprehensibility but only a few are chosen 1n a 
particular culture and others are rejected. Many possibilities of 
such revealing of self may be regarded as aieturbances or defects 
or superfluous by some people; those that seem to the person to be 
necessary but are not acceptable to the community will also be re-
garded as defects, peculiarities. The community will not under--
stand the languuge enu regard. them as crazy. 
Siirala's purpose in investigating the dis-ease constel-
lations is based on the belief with which r began thia research--
that dis-ease is the expression of a relation with the community 
or the environment in general. He founa that the dis-ease of the 
individual could not be situated in the indiviaual alone; 'the 
afflictions, detects and disease processes themselvea provided a 
resistance, with a configuration organically related to the commu• 
35 
nity•s state of integration.' In a physical illness the community~ 
failure to become integrated has gone past the 1ntiiv1aual to become 
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the bu.rden o! an organ. 1-.eaponsibillty for disintegration goes out 
of the community >-1ho shoulo be the one responsible and beyond the 
individual to the organ. The consequenoe is that 
the organ's fulfillment of its specific ability becomes 
difficult or even impossible unoer such circumstances: 
it has been given a r••Ponaibility that is not only 11n-
amenable but beyond its capacity. It cannot bear it 
alone and breaks uncier the burden. Such vicarious ill• 
nesa--the orgun suffering for the whole organism, and 'the 
individual suffering for the comrnunity--ia, many rese~rchers 
now believe one of the basic dimensions or beinc ill.JO 
People tell us about their world not only by physical syi;.p-
toms but also by their verbal expresaiona. If we listen carefully 
to them. ~hey tell us how their world has changed lstaly1 ~hat is a 
lonely world or that it is dull, un1ntereati~. finen some>oIH.1 d~.t­
cribea his worla he is describing himself and the rela~iotuship to 
the world. We have been speaking ot this approach we are developing 
"~ the ecoloa ot insanity. It is the relationahip or the person 
to the environment, his world or aituation that is axprwaaao. in a 
special way by aia-ease. J.H. van den Berg pu~a it thia way: 
the relation~hip of man and world ls so protow:&cl 1 that 
it is an e~ror to separate them. If we do, then man 
oeasea to be man and the world to be world. The world 
is no conglomeration or mere objects to be described in 
the language or physical science. The world i• our home, 
our habitat, the m<:.terialization of our subjectivity. 
Who wants to become acquainted with man, should listen 
to the language spoken by the thin&• in his •xiatence.37 
So we listen to the language by which a peraon expresses his rela-
' tionahip to the oojects in nia life, anti an)'1;hin&; else Q! signii'i-
ea nee. 
The Pf!t!flt!tive Body 
We can distinguish between the medical point of view and 
--
--
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our own by using •an den Berg's distinction between the reflective 
and the prere!lect.ive. The reflective body is the one with organs 
as described in the text book 0£ anatomy or medicine; the pre• 
reflective body we not on~y have but are. A person becomes head 
when he think.a, stomach WU1$~'t hti eats or aexual in int era:> urse. And 
we have suggested earlier that a parson is dis-eased when he over-
emphasises some such mode of being. ·~e could imagine than that the 
person 'with' an ulcer ot the stomach is excessively •gutsy• in a 
certain way in that he is burning his guts out or eating them up. 
Van den Berg describes the case ot a man whose cla1Jn was that his 
heart waa sick. but the physicians found nothing wro~ with it. 
point is that 
physici~n and patient refer to two entirely different 
organs. 'I'n11 patient apeaka of the heart o! which it 
is said that it i• 'in the right place' or no longer so 
whereas the anatom.iat can.not fin<i even the minutiat. 
displacement. The heart that can 'leap into 1117 mouth' 
that can •sink' and that occasionally 'is worn on the 
sleeve' th~t can be 'broken' by words, by gestures or 
by a look which may very well be •o.iseased' while all 
the physicians in the world unanimously declare that the 
heart they examine functions !aultlessly ••• The patients 
heart !! ill, he is neither miataktft nor deluded, he 
has a perfectly real 'heart-ache.'' 
we have referred earlier to the !act that our society can-
not face the dependence o! its members on each other nor will it 
permit differences. But in past, it is to be noted, lovera mude 
much of a certain kind of derendence on each other and of the dif-
ferences of people. Van den Berg says that this is the peculiarity 
of love: 
it arises from the particularities the beloved possesses, 
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particularities not foWld anywhere except in her. The 
special, exceptional qualities which usually form that 
~ .. -.ich owing to the opinion of 'the others' is t.he cause 
0£ the bad footing on which one is with one•a body yet 
may apparently be the first motive tor love.39 
'Ialking with a .friend has the characteristic t.hat bot.h together 
•try to enter• a particular subject as it is for the other. If they 
were not friends there could be the same use of words but the 
•trying to enter into' would be lacking. If I am enthusiastic I 
set the other free to let me enter into what something is tor him 
it is the most essential part of frienoship to let the other free 
40 
to let me into his world. Thia has particular relevance for our 
study becauee we ar~ interested in getting in to the ~orld of the 
echizophrenic or the insane person. How do we free the other enough 
to let us into his world'Z I suggest that it is first by accepting 
his world aa real for him and wanting to be let into it; but one 
has to reall.f want to ge~ in without any judging or pretense.The 
reason the person is insane is that someone did not reelly want to 
get in and either rejected hill outright or pretendec:l to want it. 
I believe th~t the barrier that inaane persona set up to prevent 
ether& from er...tering 18 proportional to the a.mount ot waetin& to 
&et in that he needs from the other. by this I mean that, say, in 
the case of the schizophrenic , the person neeas to be loved b~t is 
afraid of what he is accustomed to that ha• gone under the guise of 
• love; he will refuse to let in that person who claims to love him 
until he hae tested that reliability of that love by posing a solid 
barrier to be overcome by one who would enter his world. If the 
Person caree enough to recognize the •twinkle' to wh1cn l h~ve 
I 
--
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referred elsewhere he has begun to g·at into t..he ot.her' s world. 
The Future in Therapy 
-
Van den Bel·& remarks on the strangeness of the tact that 
psycl:.ology speaks so very little of til.e future ana so much of the 
past. lt seems ~hat man thinks more cf what is going to hbppen than 
of 1~ailt. has been in the past, There is a past thc.t can be described 
41 
as 'the past as it appears in the pre~.' 'jWhat ia iaportant is 
not tha past as a series of events as they were in the eyes of all 
arouna me but the paet as a series oi' eve;1ts .fgr me, those times l 
perhi:.t1J6 miaunderstooc my parents or events that were so significant 
to rue but insignificant to the perpetrators so that we each held 
thellc in different proportions, so that they h0ci different emotional 
contt:nt for each of us. Some of these are what the psychologists 
call psychotraumas thought some of them were happy events. Still 
in ull there was 3 certain amount of mystification, as Lain& calla 
it. of which every one ts responaible. There is a sense that we 
can t<ilk of t::o future as 'that which comes, as it comes to meet 
me now.' (Zu-kunft or a-venir) 'The future is most essentially that 
42 
which .finds expression in tbe way it comits to meet me. 1 If 1 am 
60ing to swim in the neighborhood pool there is a sense in which I 
all itlre&dy in the pool. I am enthusiastic about going because of 
past experience ot swimming fnd it is my feeling about being in it 
thct, determines how I anull place myself bodily in it. For anyone 
l+J 
we could eay that •tne pdSt comes ~o meet nim fr~a the future.• 
It is such a past. that determines whether we go swimming enthu-
siaatically or heaitantly. Briefly, the present is 'the goin& to 
--
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Geet myself as I throw myself as what I have become in the future.• 
One who throws himself in to the !uture throws himself 
into death but in our society we h<1ve 1nanaged to deny that death 
from our awareness quite effectively. we say 'one dies• instead o! 
r,;:. m dying' and undern.ath this superficial rest there is a •very 
44 
definit.e smouldering diaq~et.' ''I'he time o! illness anci dying 
mBY show what fire flares up from this smouldering.' 
In emphaaiaing that taot that •man chooses the form in 
which he throws his past before him, he chooses the form 1n which 
he places himself in the future. He chooses a similar aspect of 
the future, that it beco~s possible for him to live 2.ll•' If he has 
been injured and constrained in some way he may choose to experience 
the conditions th~t are less painful than going back to the situation 
before the injury. A lite of health of the old kind may be too pain-
ful; physical disability may be far less painful than psychological 
stress o! the responsibility of making decisions. To heal this per-
son one does not examine the injury but the dialogue between the 
person alli the situation from which the injury is the means of 
escape. The p:iint of discussion is t.hat psychotrauma is not an ob• 
jective tact but the event highlighting the significance o! the 
Situat.ion; 9the Situation makes the psychotrawnt RQS!iblt or calls 
1+5 
it into being: no peychotrauma without a difficult situation.' 
The procesa of getting over paychotrauma is that of reviewing ~he 
situation and seeing the possibilities of choice and in a sense 
choosing a new past. Ha must choose to chunga his attitude to life 
and free himself from the past and his choices. The therapist aoes 
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not change the other; he is someone in terms of whom the other can 
work out his Wlfortunate habit of choice that h~s been his way of 
being sinoe the trauma and choose other more tortunate ways of 
being with people. 
---
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lll. THE Il>EA O.F A SOCIA..., PH&NOMENOLOGY. 
A. ~ Game ot Ttnnis; 
To open up the questions and concerns of this aection let 
us consider an example that LB1ng uses o! a girl who imagined ner-
aelf conatantly in a ~•nni• came in which ahe waa th• crowd., court. 
players and especially the ball. 
the tennis ball ao small• so passive. yet ao resilient. 
ia the centre o! the whole game, and of ~h• whola spt11.:--
tacle. All eyes are on the ball. Though so reeili•1t• 
i t baa not Wllimited endurance. It is the medium worn 
out. True it has a lot of bounce. It is the aediua ot 
the relationship between the players. They apply ep1n, 
they try trick ahota1 they try to cheat. Sometimes they 
apply gentle shots, Dut only to win. No one is really 
interested ill the ball, although it is so essential. 
They use it or want it only to win the g~m•• to beat 
the oth•r aido. No on• really cares about tiB ball, 
It is treated entirely ruthlessly, but what it the ball 
should rebel? It it cannot keep up with the beatin& it 
is taking, if it aspires to have some initiative, some 
way in how it should bounce, where it shoula go, it will 
be thrown awa7. For the game's the thing. It is not 
perhaps fundamentally a matter of winning game but 
simply of perpetuating it. Suppose then that tAe ball 
metamorphosed, It might turn itself int.o a hand grenade 
and blow up the playera. It might even turn into an 
Atom Bomb and blow up the whole Centre Court, the spec-
tators, and halt ot London. lt may be a time bomb, aet 
to go off just at some critical point. ~hat a revenge it 
would havel But if it explodes it will destroy itself,tl 
:30 the tennis ball can get out of the game only by deatroyin& it-
self or it can survive only at the price o! being in the game. 
Laing sugaests that the f'am.iliea of schizophrenics are like the 
tennis g.Jme in which a certain member ot t.he family ia chosen to be 
the ball so that the game can be played. And so he auggests that 
the 
full concreteneaa of reality would require ua to aee 
persons as the a1enta-patients in an infinite number 
or aubayatema within the totality of all the syatema 
that together comprise the universe, and occupying 
innwn.erable different positions in these innumerable 
systems. The pattern ot interplay between the original 
aet. or network of human beings which the new human being 
encounters aa he or sh• enters the world, the way the 
infant learns to tit himself into the patterns of 
sight and sound, movement. smelli taste, touch already 
1oing on around him• and the aia ectic aet 1.1p between 
him and the danoe as aoon as he starts to try to Join 
and contribute to 1t1 aeta the acene for the rest of lite.z 
These two sections from the writing of Laing have intro-
duced us to the importance of family structure in the origin ot 
schizophrenia and have aleo introduced us to his queation ot traci.r¥ 
structures back till totally comprehensive structures are tound. 
In hie search Laing ha• relied heavily on the recent work of Sartre 
so it is to Sartre that we must now turn in greater detail than we 
have earlier. 
B. Sartre and the Total Pictqrt. 
The difficulty o! finding a fixed base of operation of 
investigation in Laing•s work is reflected by his own statement 
in the introduction to his work on Sartre. 
~• are concerned here with decisive developments in man's 
understanding ot bimaelt••as important for d•y•t.itication 
ot the preaent as Freud' a and l,~rx' s t'ormulationa, tor 
instance, were 111 their ciay. Here we have a aore ambitious 
theoretical venture than either Freud of Marx attempted--
no leas that a ~ot!liaat1~n, as 3artre would put it• of 
the whole of eX!at ng soc a-historical knowledge. Here 
for the first time is a syatematic theory spannina the 
whole range of inoividual phantasy 1 illterpersonal 
relations, socio-technical systems, and inter-group rela-
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tions. But this systematic thought ie not a closed and 
finished system. this total1z8t!on in progress perpetually 
abdicates any pretensions or intentions to finished 
totality • .3 
·fie are t.o deal with variables of interpersonal perception, 
phantaay and imagination, communication, perspectives, illusions, 
and collusions. situatei.n•ss in gro~ps and all the rest. ~an 
we come to a theory or method that takes into consideration such 
variables? J.H. Van den Berg, in hie attempt to work psychiatry 
within a historical context has preferred to substitute 'sociosis' 
for 'neurosis' SU&,Sesting that perhaps dis-ease is attributable 
to the situation at lea.at as much as the person. \'we could say t .ne 
dis-ease is in relationships o! person to person and person t.o the 
broader context of cult.ure aa well aa person t.o self. Rollo .•ia.y h ";<; 
found the new:osia of his patient• are predictive ot cn1lture 'tran-
eitions, suggesting the impossibility of atudyin' psychotherapy 
other 
apart from the/human discipline including hittorx. so a theory of 
psychotherapy must leave itseli' open to being surpassed by a better, 
it must even attempt to make itself replacable. we ml.lat point out 
~lso that we cannot now escape the belief that has been proposed 
before that t.he therapist is b.1.maelt involved in the aociosia 1 that 
he is immersed in cultures th~t need healing. 
In studying the relavionship of 1 say 1 a daughter t.o the 
family, one must consiaer the girl in relation with each person, 
first, ana then -.dth combinations of .family members. Girl-for-
mother is not the adme as girl-for-brother or even for mother and 
brother together. A person's behavior cbangea in relation to 
--
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different people, for the experience of the others is different 
ano what. is intended to be communicated to the various others is 
different. So behavior undergoes alteration! as the person becomes 
different other to the others. And no one alteration is basic to 
the others. Alteration. for Sartre, is a form of alienation--one 
becorr.es non-self accorc:iiug to the person one is with, 
£or an alt1ration occurs when my action paaaes from my-
action-f or-me to 1111-action-for-you. From bein& mine-
for me it becomes other-for-the-other. The structl.ll'al 
aspect of the transition to ~nc fro from aelt-for-selt 
to other-for-other Sartre4calls alteritY, and the move-ment he calls alteration. 
According to the line of thinld.ng of John uunn which t:e nave ex-
5 
plicated it seems wrong to call alterations a form ot alienation 
if we are to continue to regard alien~tion as violence aa our uaage 
usually do••• But the point to be grasped here is that people do 
change according to the person they are with and they are experiencei 
differently by different people. Ana not only this but they behave 
differently in different situations ana even experience tbemaelvea 
6 
in aifferent waya. 
But we are also 1ntereated in the relations or persons in 
a nexus. The relationehipa 'are characterized by endl.ll'iD& and in-
tensive face-to-face reciprocal ini'Luer1ce in each other's experieJ&&e 
7 
and behavior.' In atudying the family or nema the aim is to 
discern 'atructurea, procea .. a and et!ecta aa a ayatem1 not neces-
sarily intended by its Mmbera, nor necessarily predictable from a 
knowledge of its m .. bera studied out of context.' When events, 
occurenaea, or happenings may be traced to certain agente in the 
--
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group t.hey are t.he outcome of era.xis. ~hen no agent. Cii?l be found, 
the events are the outcome of process. 'fihat happens in a group 
will be iuttll1&1bl! if one can retrace the steps from what is 
8 
going on (process) to who is doing what (praxis). Unfort.wiately 
it is impossible to &ive a totalization of any family or nexl.18. T.t. 
account or any grollp is polarized 'around the intelligibility of tre 
experience and behaVior of the person who has already begun a 
career aa a schizophrenic .. ' 
The use of the sartrean concepts is an attempt to avoid th~ 
common mistake or transferring pathology from the individual to the 
family or community, to extend the unintelligibility of individual 
behavior to the unintelligibility of the group.' The initial impact 
of trans!erring this biological analogy from one person to a multi-
plicity of persons is 'seductive' ana Laing cautions us again such 
a contusion. 
An understanding of l.aing's use of ::srtre's discoveries 
and method will help ease the philosopher into some of Laing's 
works where I think terms generally are used rather than defined, 
where basic constructs rely on the context tor explication. On 
different levels terms develop new signi.ficances and new levels of 
concreteness. 
We are referred to Kant'• table of categories ot tour 
groups of three. 'l'he third arises by synthesis of the two. 'Kant' 8 
concept of synthesis is at least germinally dialectical in the 
9 
Hegel-Marx-Sartre sense.' Sartre works from the first group of 
categories where totality arises from the syntheses of plurality 
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and unity, but w~at is import.ant is that tor Sartre '~here are no 
final totalizati~ns in history. There are only totalizations-deto-
talizationa-retotalizations.' History is understood in the terms 
of such process. 
The Hegel-Marx thesis is that histor1 is the process of 
totalization-detotalization. There are many ways of forming consis-
tent views of certain events. 
Eaoh particular perspective, each particular point o! view 
that is precisely, each person is the centre of his 
own world, but not the centre of anyone else'• world--
although many people long and strain to make themselves 
so. Each point of view 1• an absolute, and at the aame 
time absolutely relative: the collisions between points 
of view are the occasion of the endless instability of 
humanity, the coll~aiona are efforts at some measure 
of atabilization.lO 
Each perspective is absolute and 7et relative so that each point 
of view seems the whole truth till another makes it relative and 
the process of surpassing the fonner moves on. When I perceive a 
number of people aa one I conati~ute it as a group, social entity, 
social gestalt. And it seems for Laing anti for Cooper that &roupa 
are such only because people con&r.itute them that way. 
Analytic reason was 'the reflection of the way the social 
scene waa constituted at a certain period of history• and is no 
longer appropriate to man. 
unless we think dialectically, in Sartre's view we 
falsity our percepti~ns to fit our conceptiona, by 
distorting our concrete experiences by secondary 
reificatione, extrapolations, and abstractiona, 
so that wo knead it into a form that analytic reason 
can cope with. We are led to use persistently false 
analogies, and we actually try to constitute the human ll 
reality into a form that does Yioleaoe to ita own nature. 
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Analytic reason woula give no correct unaerstanaing of t.he changi 1lg 
lllOYement of history, the process which H•&•l called tufbeben and 
' ~; ,rtre §ifpa11tr. 
A totalization holds the field. It is challenged by 
another totalization. The first totaliaation loses 
its absolute validity, and becomes abaorbaci into the 
second, if the seoonc is sufficiently encompaaaing. 
Thua it is negated as an absolute, coneerved as a 
relative, and subsumed. in the later aynthesia. And 
this synthesis will in turn be s~beumed in another. 
anci this in another, and so on.12 
Part of Sartre's thesis ia that this is the process ot psychotheraw 
throughout history. The nature of madness changes. Foucault• a 
Madness and Civilization attempts to show b.ow the nature of madnem 
changes. 
It we constitute people into totalizationa, they are real 
in these totaliza.tions as long aa we constitutes them aot or invent 
them. And there ure ways of keeping these totalizationa aa permane.rt 
as possible until they are overcome. we can have theories baaaci on 
a particular perepective, a certain theory of the human sciences, 
and take it to any degree of abstraction, eay, and loo•• the whole 
picture of man, doing violence to him. So perhaps we coula consti-
tute a group, call them achizophrenica because they fit certain 
criteria that we have dec1aed on. And it they begin to cease to !it 
the criteria we can change the criteria or we can change the cone-
titution of the group. 
Any case history is an interpretation and a reduction. '~ 
case history is the record of an encounter. It reveals aa much abo~t 
the doctor ae the patient. 1 13 Reaponaibility conaiste in aoknow-
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ledging more and more that by writing case histories we reauce and 
control. When we deal with people as opposed to the non-human, we 
deal with a subjective being who 1s constantly totalizing the tota-
lizer. 
The psychiatrist approaching a child patient is involved 
in a cialeotic, a praxia. At the first impact the 
child swns up the osychiatrist (or psychologist, the 
physician or nurse), and the child's behavior depends 
on this totalization. The psychiatrist ••• ia confronted 
by a totalization of himself, which is reflectea in the 
child's eyes, symbolized by his gestures, implicit in 
every det.ail of his behavior.14 
The encounter ie changing the totalization of child by psychiatrist 
and of psychiatrist by child conat.antly; they const.antly interact 
and are modifiea continually. 
Only dialectical reason with its cupacit.y to absorb partial 
theories, ~o~G~itiea, apirala approaches the overcoming of indivi-
dual perspectives. It is possible, &nc easy, to bypasa the human 
being and come up with 
ai theory oi :nind unrelated to the bo<iy, a theory ot 
behavior unrelated to experience, a theory of the 
indivicual unrelated to society, a theory of society 
unrelated to the individual, a theory of1person or society unrelated to the material world. ' 
Sartre eees the theories of sociology or psychoanalysis as partial 
realizations ot moments in the dialectic that have not been grasped 
by dialectical reason but were blown up into total theoriea. A 
person who ooes not live the ~otalization venture of the dialecti-
cal method will be lost in some blin<i ally or oi version or in what 
16 
Lonergan calls 'socotos1s. 1 The method that. we have conceived 
as 'the flight. from sel.£-dece;tion' is the dialectical method. 
--12-
A most elementary structure of growth can be described ae 
the process of conflict and reconciliation. 
'lie must endure this conflict, gra!)ple with it, reel 
1t in our insides. o'-lt. t;h.an we must reconaiJ.e the 
conflicting elements--only to find ourselvea embroiled 
in new contlict.J;/ 
l'his io ano1;,her statement. oi: r.be dialact.ical method of huaan deve-
lopment. 
Lain5 cie•cribea Jartre's S91nt Genes as a detailed explo-
18 
ration of'the phenomenolo~ o! inetir.utional serialization.• and 
other fo.rma of inatitutionaliza~ion. 1 .:.1.l ~enet•a relationa with 
the other, a a Sartre describes them, are group relation!• Genet is 
the other anu also "thirci" to himself ana to the otner.' Sartre is 
concerned to explicate or •t least inaicate the ambigui~iea of 
lan1,'4uge or especially o! being human. •ie tries to ehow that human 
reality is ;;;.r.:. 0: ••• ious in its essence. Ihe ambiguity ia plain when we 
view & person fro~ variou.a p~rapec~ives or with various conceptual 
etr~c~u.res. for ex.ample, as Laing points out Lhe atatement 'I hate 
y0u' may UWml: ps:rehologically 'l love you'. Languages are not able 
to express cert<ai.a. asl'ect..s vf reality sc tnat we are forced to 
expre~s ambiguous tacts in lan&uage thut t.riea to be non-ambiguous. 
We can find ourselves with meanings that are beyond the possibility 
of expression in language. Aa Laing translates ~rtre, 'all prose 
is failure. Yet the writer m\Wlt play t.h.is game with despair if he 
is to honour his commitment to write philoaophy which is not 
19 
trivial.' It ia eaey to judge that J...aing ie preparing his readers 
for the complexities, ambiguities and impossibilities of hie own 
eibilities of hum:m ir.ter;;;.(~'(•ri.;;nce • .:..vez·ydmy lan6 ua&e mu.st be used 
to express exrerj.er:ces th<Jt t:::'e ,L;:t .::v1.ryC.1.;;.y bi...t. t..he lang\.lage must 
be I)ressed into .1Cr'Vice 'l"VOn if this inV ,. ~ 1.re ~u.rnin& lioiil6lldge 
against itself, exploiting its deficiencies, its vagueness, ana its 
20 
contradictions.' 
Elements of encountering between two people are experiences, 
perceptions and actions. These are communicable to different degrees 
and Laing attempts to discover a method of quantifying these ele-
ments of commWlication and of unravelling the various spirals that 
may develop in a relation of two people or more that confuse or 
destroy communication. I like this person and he likes me. It is 
important that he knows that I like him and it is also important that 
he know that it is important to me that he knows how important it is 
to me that he knows I like him. This is a possible beginning !or 
analysis of a relationship unc one can see that it could become quite 
complicated. It is just one sirle, because I don't know if he knows 
how important 1~ is nor do i know what is important for him in the 
relationship. Laing has developed a method for investigating dyads 
anc. has expanded it for groups, which coula be a way of unravellln~ 
tangles in, say, marriages and providing a way for the partners ~o 
be more truthful (revealing, communicative) with each other. And 
there is a level of understanding that other, of being understood by 
the other and of realizing one is understood. These three levels 
apply to both part~ers or each member ot an encounter. 
A person's experience cannot be expressed in language. 
--
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.~e have to refer a person's utterances to t.he concrete totality of 
nis life if he hes already lived it or to our totalization of his 
21 
totalization-in•process if he is still alive.• The structure of 
language is always of being-for-the-other and my experience seeks 
and draws back from verbal expression which is the objectification 
of my subjeativit.y i.'or the Other. Even inner langu&g~ is speakJ.r..g 
to myself as other. 
Psychoanalysis is a discipline and a technique which 
belongs within th$ totalizing scheme. This is so for Sartre certainly 
and seems the case for Laing. 'If we see personal lite in Sartre's 
terms as "constituted-constituting" as a synthetic !.UlitY of what we 
make of wnat we are made qf, of moulding ourselves out of how we 22 
have been moulded,' then psychoanalysis seems generally to ignore 
the active, constituting part of personal unity, ~rtre•s psycho-
analysis is in terms or the ultimate issues in a personal life it-
sel!--in terms of the project 'or original choice of self' (which) 
provides the intelligible basis of all the acts and experience& of 
23 
the person.' Only when freedom is discovered, the choice to be 
one's aelf before all determination, can the real person be fowid. 
c. Interexpefienc9 
Laing begins his most famous work with a discussion ot 
social phenomenology, the study of 1the relation between experience 
24 
and experience. t I experience the other's behavior and he expe-
riences mine. How are we related on the eX1>9riential level ? I can-
not experience the other's experience ~ho\l&h there is the other-as-
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1-experience-him. j() 'experience is man•s invi~ibility to nk1n.' but 
it is the true r~vealing. 'Only experience is evident. ~xperience is 
the Q!YJ: eviaence. Psychology is the structure or the evidence, 
25 
and hence psychology is the science of sciences.• I can begin with 
experiencing the other at exeeri9ncing. and study his experience by 
making inferences from my experience of the other experiencing. 
Social phenomenology is concerned with interexperienae. 
~inc• your and their experience is invisible to me as 
mine is to you and them, I seek to make evicient to the 
othera, through their experience ot my behavior, what 
I inter of your experience. through ay experience ot 
your behavior.26 
The cNcial problem of our st•1d} i• the relation between experience 
and behavior and experience. Natural scientists observe behavior by 
experiencing other's behavior. If they knew the relation between 
behavior and experience they co\lld work backward from the other's 
behavior to his experience. 
The trouble, aa i.aing points out, is that the relation 
between behavior and experience ia not problematic but mysterious, 
and the relation is quite basic to the natural sciences but there 
is no science ot the relation. There are many modalities of expe-
rience1 perception, imagination, pbantaay, memory, reverie, auci the 
rest, and we have, according to Laing, no rigni to r~'ard any more 
import.ant or more 'inner' or 'outer' than the other. The so called 
' 
'inner' is our way of experiencing bodies as theirs. Nor can we 
speak o! a 'psyche' that contains our experience; 'my psyche is my 
28 
experience, my experience is my psyche.' 
So we can define the person in terms of ex~rience •as a 
c~nter or orientation of the objective uniYerae: 'in terms ot be-
29 
havior •as the origin of actions. 1 A person ia •ma or fOU, he or 
sh•, whereby an object is experienced.' Persona can.not be studied 
as scattered objects in space. •Theoreticall7 we need a spiral of 
expanding and contracting schemata that enablea us to move freely 
and without discontinuity from varying degrees of abstraction to 
greater or leaser degrees or concreteness. Theory is the articulate 
vision or experience.• In peraonal experiencing a given field ia 
changed into a field of intention and action. And then l as the 
centre of experience and origin of action live in many worlds and 
relate to other centers and. origins. So for the scientist of human 
person the observation of b$havior i2 not enough. But Laing finds 
it necessary to state aa axiom that in a science o! persona •be-
havior is a function of experience; and both eJq>erience and 
bo.bavior are always in r9l~tion ~o a~meone Qr something other than 
)0 
self.• In hW!lfJ.n rela~ionships the behavior of both persons is me-
diated by experience and the experience o! both is mediated by 
behavior. There is no direct continuity between the behavior of 
both or betwe~n the experience, directly. 
In our alienated cona1t1on we can still belieYe that people 
meet each other genuinely, or that the possibility ia there. So we 
' 
strive to take away the barriers between ua, the masks uno defences, 
the different ways that we have established. to keep us apart and 
protected from each other. Ne attempt to discover the ways that we 
--
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have been taught since child.hood to pat~ern our experience accor-
ding to the general norms, the ways we should see others ~nd be-
have toward them. And out ot that we attempt to see the other and 
reapond accordingly 1n. the light or our values ttnd goals. This con-
version that we hav• been speaking of is the psychotherapeutic 
experience. 
we are trying to ref ora psychotherapy in terae of the 
discovered awarenese of the importance of experience and ita rela-
tion to behavior so we need new theoreticai constru.c~e to deal with 
interexperience ana its relation inter-behavior. We need also to be 
able to see these in the context or situations or contextual groups 
or systems and be able to place all this in the 'scope of a total 
ll 
vision o! the ontological atructure 01' being human. 11 
The old forms of psychology had no construct• to deal with 
the relations ot people with each other. Freudian analysis con-
ceived or parts of an individual interacting with each other. Some 
contemporary theoriate incorporate<i. the discovery of Feuerbach of 
the Xou standing oppoa1te to an 1 anc alao being a You, but they 
seemed to be concerned only with the relationship in terms of quan-
~i£1able behavior patterns and omitted to attempt to analyse the 
experiences involved in the relationship. uames ~heory analyais 
and object-relation• theory dealt with system of games or with 
objects and not with aubjects. Wb.at 1s required tor the full approach 
is 
a phenomenology of experience including so-called Wl• 
conacious experian~•, of experience related to behavior 
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of person related to person, without splittin,, denial, 
depersonalization and reification, all fruitless 
attempts to explain the whole by the part.32 
we can say tht1t our concern is with ttwo origins of experience in 
)) 
relation.• Since behavior can reveal or conceal experience we 
need to study these possibilities of concealment or revelation. Ard 
the therapist, or both people in ay~d are caught in splits between 
inner and outer experience and inabilities to reveal their ~erience. 
'Psychotherapy must remain an obstinate attempt of two people to 
recover the wholeness of being human through the relationship bet-
34 
ween them. ' 
Knowledge as the area of familiarity is a mixture of body 
knowledge, e.x.periential and head. knowledge, what has been OOIDIDU• 
nicated by symbol. Human reality is given or received basically on 
the level of personal experience and meaning. William Jame• m&kes 
a distinction between knowledge by acquaintance and knowledge abol.t.. 
His emp1r1c1am consiata in hie belief that experience ii prior to 
any conceptual analysis. 
all the elementary natures of the world, its highest 
general the eimple qualities of matter and mind, 
together with the kinds of relations that subaiat 
between them, must either not be known at all, or 
known in this dW!lb way of acquaintance witho11t 
knowledge about.J5 
Jamee seemed to think that the leae we analy•e a thing the more 
our knowled&• is the acqu.ain~ance type. Knowudge about a tming is 
knowing its relations, spelling out what lie• in the fringes. And 
we can have knowledge a bout interpersonal relations and inter-
action and interexperiences. But what ia not to fXperience another 
and be experienced by the other. 
---
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l mentioned earlier that I regard many modes of intentio-
nality, emotions, senses, feelings ••• Intentionality is my contact 
with reality, as it presents itself structured. we m;ay att~na to 
certain areas of intentionality. but the others are always ~reaent. 
,ie may focus on certain modes of relation with object.a or per sens, 
but the others are in the background. In fact trouble sturts \~hen 
we try to deny certain modes. James spea~s of ~he pinnettleben 
the buried life of human beinga ••• of the sort of unuttered 
inner atmosohere in which his consciousness dwells 
alone with the secrets of its prieon nouse. This inner 
personal tone is what we can't communicate or describe 
articulately to others; but the wraith and ghost of it 1 
so to sp<3ak, are often what our friends 1md 1ntimatea 
!eel as our moat characteristic qualicy.Jo 
Von Eckartaberg speaks of 'landscapes or experience.• iheae r•veal 
themselves 
to our selective attention, the combinea landscape o! 
pttrcept.:i.on here .. :mc.i now by means 0£ the distance 
senses of seeing and hearing and ~he proximate senses 
of smellin&, tasting and tauchi:ig, ae well as the 
kineathet.ic ana qualltative self-awareness of my i'eelin6 
flesh, hot ~: ~olc, tense or relaxed.37 
These landscapes o! ~erception are the primary reality of conscious 
experience that give the o~her forms. 
ijeing in touch with the world through the eyes, the 
ears. t.he nose, mouth and skin, in the immediacy but 
also at a distance, backward in time through re-memberingt 
:f'orwarci in t.in.e throl.lgh projecting, being in 
touch in a wishing way (fantasy) and in a symbolic-
concepeual, ~sually,verbally mediated way-•tbese are 
the waye in which landscape! of experience reveal 
tnems~lves di!ferentially.J~ 
Behaviorism, tt1e experiment.al p•ychology o! the past still 
tenaa to reduce inters~bjectivity to observable patterns of action, 
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tended to reduce motivation to mere reaction to stimulus. l'Jl expe-
riential approach to in~raubjectivity takea seriously perception 
as the mode of participation in reality and the complexity of pers-
pectivity. Action is a ~Psponso or an attempt to communicate. 
there are structures of behavior, structures of perception, struc-
tures of motivation, and at~itude 1 and no etructure can be consi-
dered adequately apart trom the others nor can any part of a 
structure. And then situate these structures within the various 
communities of which we are members anu tne picture becomes compli-
cated. The analysis of structures of interaction is relatively 
simple compareo with the analysis or structures on interexperience. 
But we have no choice but to attempt to deal ~'fith interexperience 
if we would honestly deal with persons in relationship and this 
seems like an impossible task. But we can be consoled in thinking 
that there was a time when it could not have been beli11ved that 
inter-behavior could be quantified in the way it can be today. 
These are the problems that concern i.aing and they are 
difficult to deal with because he is a pioneer in the study. 
D. An Al&ebrt of lnterexper+enct• 
.La1ng's most recent book Knott is a summary of confused 
and dishonest relationships abstracted to some degree that they 
can be fitted into a variety of c1rcumstaneea and persons. As a 
preface to the oook L<.iillb writes: 
The pat~erna delineated here have not yet been classified 
by a Linnaeus of human bondage. They are all, perbapa. 
atrangeiy, familiar. In these pages I have confined 
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myself to laying out only sor.le oi those I actuaJ.Jv have 
seen. Words thflt c::>m• to minci. to name them are: Knota, 
tangles. tankles, impasses, disjunt1on~, whirlig16•, 
binas. I could h~ve remained closer to the 'raw• data 
in which these patcarns appear. l could nave aiatilleO. 
them further towarQe an abstract logico-matnematical 
calculus. I hope t:1ey are not so sch8lllati zeci that one 
may not refer back to the very specific experiences from 
which they derive; yet that ~hey are sufficiently inde-
pendent of •content t, !Jr one to di vine the final 
formal elegance in these webs of maya. 
Then to illustrate the content of the book we can take the first 
pattern and perhaps the moat simple to understand and recognize in 
our lives. It is easy to see that it is part cf the story of the 
tennis game that we discussed earlier. 
They are playing a game. They are playing ana not 
playing a game. lf I show them I see tney are, I shall 
break the rules and they will punish me. I must play 
their game, of not seeing l see tne gwue. 
And an important conclusion to another of tnese 'poems': 
Can Jack and Jill 
terrified thut each and the other are not terrified 
become 
terrified that each and the other are terrified, and 
eventually, 
not terrified that each ana other not be terrified? 
This is part of the story of psychotherapy. 
Then there is the mystification of the girl Ruth, a no th~.e e: .. ;· 11~& 
as a good introduction to our discussion in the next chapter. 
X ia good. All not-X is bad. Ruth is x. If Ruth were 
Y she would be bad. But Ruth appears to be Y. Thus I 
must be the equivalent to x, in which case Ruth is not 
really not-x, but is,really A• ~oreover, it Ruth tries 
to be, or ia, Y, ahe will be bad. But Ruth is person 
x, thct is ane is good, so Ruth cannot be bad, so ehe 
must be maci. 
The mystification here is thaG it is necessarily bad to be or do 
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non-X and necessarily good to be x. 
Now let the s:·mbol ( ---~ ) represent the view o! someone on some 
relationship and the double arrow represents a relationship; then 
a ---? ( b c) is •'• view or aynthesis o! the relationship 
a •4'> b ~ (ac) woulo be a' a view of, b' a view of 
a' relation to c, and b-" (acj: a--;.r(bc) ia b's view of a•a 
39 
relation to .£ compared with a's view of b's relation to.£• 
The reader who wishes to venture into the complexities ot 
logics and algebras tor considering uncor.ecio1.1s f,1ntaay is to be 
ref erred to the second ttdition of Sel! and Others for the issue 
is quite complex and to pursue would make this paper too long and 
unwieldy for my purpoaea. However the issue of fantasy systems and 
structures will be 1.Jllportant tor our discussion of mystification in 
the next chapter. 
Sine• we act not only in terms of our own experieno• but 
also in terms of our experience of other's experiences of us, 
Laing has been concerned with how the other's experience of us is 
communicated and how accurately it can be communicated. It is impcr-
tant to understand each other and to know whether we understand the 
complexitiea o! the Yarious leYels of comrr.unication. 
A stands tor a1reement and lJ for aisagreement 
.Y,_atanaa for understanding anc. i•1 for misunderstanding 
R stands for realization that t~ere is understanoing or 
-
misunderstanding and F for failure of such realization. 
So the combination RUAUR would mean th&t there is agreement of the 
two people and both realize that the other understanas that there 
--
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1s agreement. ur F M U M F would mean that there is disagreement 
on some issue and each fails to realize that the other misunaer-
8tand s that there is disagreement. 
So tt.ese are the possibilities of these combilllJtiona: 
Realization 
widerstanding misunderst. 
Agreement 
Disagrmt. 
RU A 
H. U D 
RM A 
RMD 
.Failure 
Underst. Misunderst. 
F U A 
R U D 
.ii M A 
1· M i.i 
I have my perspectives on people I know and they are 
different from the perspectives others have on t.hese others-to-me 
and the others have various perspectives on me. but the situation 
becomes more complicated when the other tries to communicate his 
perspective to me. I then acquire a metaperspecti.!!., my view of 
the ether's view of me. The metaperspective is an important part 
of ~ing's philosophy und research into therapy. In so !ar ~s 1 
have many r.c't1perapect.ivea ao I acquire many ~eta1dtntit1ea, that 
is what I think is my identity for the other. Such thinking now, 
seems to me to aake the psychological construct'1dentity' as it hi.is 
been used quite '.nadequate. So we take into ourselves the identities 
that we have for others, a basic way of constructing a group a~so. 
~~hat psychologists mean by identity or self-identity is a fusion 
of my way of seeing myself anei my way of seein~ yol.ll' way of set:1!.'1g 
myself and it is an wienaing task to aifferentiate the two; since 
birth 1 have internalized other's perspectives of me. I may even 
internalize other's incorrect perspective on mo. 
--
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&. !nterpersonal ?erceEtion .:14ethod. 
It is not as important to have agreement of opinion in a 
dyad as to be understood ano to reel understood. 
U~derstaadipg can be defined as the conjunction between 
t • metaperspective of one person and the direct perepec-
tive of the other· 
b!iQ& un<lerat~Qd. ls the conjunction between the meta- metcr-
perspectl ve o the one person and the metaperspective of 
the other; 
the §f •ling of bei~ wuifrstood is the conJwiction ot one's 
ownrect perepec ve w tilone•s own meta-metaperspectiw'f> 
And out of such needs to be understood, to be cared for, to be 
trusted, to be powerful over the other, and the rest, there develop 
spirals of mistrust and dishonesty that are difficult to untangle 
anu which can bi•eak down with much expenditure ano release of 
energy and possible psychosis. But they can also be untangled slowly. 
Otten the way out of spirals is by simply clarifying important wor<S 
in the dialogue of the dyad. I have often suggested to people such 
recourse as the following: ask him to describe to you exactly what 
he means when he says he loves you. It necessitates each persons' 
knowing his own ano t.he other's values by which he lives. 
But often the dyad becomes too entrenched in misery and 
causing misery thc<t it is extremely oifficult to get out of it. 
'Ihe only way seen.a to be a systematic and mutual 'disarmament'. 
It is the purpose of the Interpersonal Perception t•:ethod to clarify 
for the therapist the nature, of the disagreements and Ulisunder-
standings and the failures to realize. It 1• designed. 
to measure and proll'ide understun<iing o! theinterpene-
trationa. or the con.Junctions and disju.nctio.ns, of two 
indiviciuals in respect of a ra.nge o:f key issues with 
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which they may be e;oncurnoti in the conttcxt of their 
~yaaic relationship.41 
we take the fulct·um ot undorstanctin:; away i'rom t.he relativnship 
thut :v- 3 been davelopea and controllt:1d in a proi'!!Ssion<:1lly deter_ 
mined setting to place it 
inside tho dyi:1dic ~<perio.1ce an1.. ii1t~r·J.ct.ion of eve.ryaay 
life, where tranaterence, counter-transference and non-
trans£erel1ce processes co-:iiingle in ways that are only 
beginning to be studied, much less unaerstood.42 
In therapy it is difficult to objectify 'inner experiences' 
and to determine the influence of tha therapist on the patient. It 
is necessary, theref'ore, to study Ule dyad and find new categories. 
A new psychoanalytic theory should postulate 'that human behavior 
is predominantly oriented towards making, maintaining and oevelo• 
43 
ping relations with others.• Growing up involve• a proceaa of 
constructing a body of experience 'reluting to that balance ot givjng 
and taking, of satisfaction and control, which has proven to be 
44 
viable in the person's relationships with others.• The person 
central •ego' relationship syatem), aa the basic structure• of rela-
tionships ia open to interaction with such other structures of 
relationships. There are some interr..ulizea syst.ems o.f relationships 
Si)lit off from ;;.he central 1 ea;o' relationship syst.em and more closed. 
They involve phantaay relationships resulting from intense emotiona-
lly charged experiences of frustration,' anc are the cause of what 
' are colloquially callea 'hang-ups• -- things which cau5e crises, 
disruptions or breakdowns in communication. A.na these crises, Clis-
ruptions and breakdowns can be the situation i.'or creative braak-
throu.gh. 
--
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'l'he IPM is designeo to gain the reports from two subjects 
on t.neir view on the part the play in life processes of tne inter-
action with each other. Laine:; indicates the three troubling issues 
that lea to the oevelopment o! the method. 
The beh.9V:lor of persons in .families seems to rest upon 
a matri~ of unquestioneo ~nd often, to them, un-
questior..&ble assumptions or e.xpectanciee concerning the 
different members of the family.45 
So through cert~in intermeshed perspectives understanding waa 
maintained. In the same way mieu.nderstanding was maintained. .Laing 
wished to determine the properties of t.11is 'unuetected experential 
field.' 
It this experiential field existed, what was the dialectic 
of the interplay between it ana the persons who comprised 
it? And how <iio it relate to _chan.ge in any or all of the 
family members, or pe~w1en them1 or !ii the family as a group? 
~· were specifically concernea with the relationshipa,_6 between youn,c adult schizophrenics and tr.eir parents.-. 
The method could be used to investigate the relations of points o! 
view or perspectives in a ayad situation or even oe expanded to 
investigate groups. 
The I?M questions try to evaluate a ayari on the basis of 
sixty issues on six levels r<:inging fron• the most healthy state of 
interdependence with autonomy to extreme denial of autonomy. The 
test tries to ascertain whether the two agree or disagree on their 
indiviuu<:il perspectives on an· issue, 'then whether one uno.erstanas 
the other's point of view or misunderst~nds it end then, whether 
one realizes he is undersood or misunaerstood or fails to so 
realize (the meta-metaperspective.) To bring a dyad from an unheal-
--
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thy to a healthy state it is more important to cause a shift from 
J1'. to U and from Fu {failure r.o realize there is vnderstandiri.g} to 
R than to cause shift from Li to A. A hie;h f score, particulu.rly a 
high i'uM would inaicate a ve=-y poor relr.itionship, suggesting that 
they don't know where they are at with each other. 
It is r.rue that humans look for common meaning to their 
existenc~, to iind wi~h other'•' a shared sense to the world, to 
maint01in .t'u..11damentally siaj.lar structures 01' experienq•-- that is, 
47 
to maintain co1:1mon sense, or consensus. ' .;hen behavior is expe-
rienced di.f .ferently by the two parties C:1ll sorts of factors come 
into play. Behavior ie interpreted according to learned schemes and 
48 
values. For example, blr. Jones does not in.form Mrs. Jones he is 
not coming home. He does not reel it is naces.sary. She feels that 
if he were not sleeping with another woman he would have let her 
know. 3he interprets all his behavior to support her belie!. ';,ben-
ever there is a situation of scancal, 'I urn concerned aa much about 
•,.;hat "they" think, and about what 11 they" tniruc i. think, aa l am 
49 
about my own direct perspective.• 
Not only do we have dyads in wi·.i·:;h t.nere are interreJ.ar.iom 
of two people but we hove the interactions o:: aye:o.s with each other 
and with society; so the situation of intere.xperience becomes 1ncr8i-
singly complicated. Laing spends much effort to explain the comple-
xities of groups interactin3 and the ne.~bers in the 61°0Up8 in 1!!i 
Politi~~ 2f Experieqqe. 'There is no siuple forr;ic.l isomorphism 
running from the relation of self ~o se~f, ~hro~&h person ~o person, 
to person ano s:>ciety. At each greater l.avel of coacrateness .new 
--
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elements are introduced, requiring ue to constitute a new gestalt 
which incorporates within it, as part of the larger pattern, the sim-
50 
pler ones.' for example let us structure the relationship betweEn 
the L: 1st and the 1~est 1 their spiral of mistrust •• 
~J-.,S-•w-~-~-~-~--> ( '*~ )"-'•E"'-.·W~-E~w~-~-#f.,-E 
So w}1en we have my fear of the other compounded with my !ear of 
his fear of my fear ot him, with my !ear of his fear of my tear of 
his fear ••• Laing asks: 'does my terror in fact increase? when does 
51 
my brain turn to jelly?' 
The future of East and West depends upon Eaat-#est findirg 
some way of resolving their reciprocal mistru.at enough f<r 
each to throw away their means of deterrence. The 
behavior of both seems however, _designed to maximize 
terror rather than mitigate it.52 
And so we have the situa~ion that I ~uoted from rteich early in th.is 
essay where the nations seek final peace knowing thot thevdeliberately 
deceive each other. The strategies of confusion or dishonesty, call 
them 'power games• are basically the same in the dyad as they are J.n 
the overall perspec~ive of one society interacting with another • 
..:ooper and Laing both claim that the revolution that is therapy in 
the indiviaual is the same revolution that is therapy for cultures. 
There can be no really personally e£fective therapy for cultures. 
'l'here can be no really personally effective therapy unless there is 
therapy of the situation the person lives in. It could be ~herapy 
of the family the subculture or even of a country and hopefully ot 
the world. Lair..g correctly suggests unwinaing spirals of mistrust 
as a viail• alternative to screwing spirals of mistrust up so much 
--
that they explode. He quotes 1.c. ~chelling: 
He thinks we think he thinks we think ••• he thinks we 
think he'll attaok: so he thinks we shall: so he will 
so we must.53 
The only way out of dishonest spirals is ~he risk of bilateral 
Gi~armament; ~his is the thesi1 of psychotherapy that I expowia 
in this essay. 
--
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Cooper has written his lateat book, The Death of the 
Family to show how the family of one's origin is the ori81nator of 
l 
the •politics of experience'. '~ne nuclear family as it is in our 
2 
capitalist society is •an ideological conditioning device. ana 
'the ultimately perfected form of nonmeeting, and therefore the 
ultimate denial of mourning, death, birth and the experiential realm 
3 
that precedes birth and conception. It ia the paradi&m of social 
institutions and its progenitors live on inside the lives of des-
cendants long after they are dead. Therapy will be the i)rocese of 
seeing through this family and summing up one's paat to lay it 
aside. The process often takes the form of paranoia through to se.1£-
consiatency. This process we shall look at later in ~he latJt chap-
ter; now we must look into the nature of this alienation. 
A. Mtati£1cation 
.Laing takes the term •mystification t from Marx who uaed 
it •to mean a plausible misrepresentation of what is 1oin& on 
(process) or what is being done (praxis) in the service of the in• 
tereats 
another 
of one socioeconomic class (~he exploiters) over or again.st 
4 
class (the exploited)'. It we represent forms or exploi• 
' 
tation !or forms of benevolence we can con people into thinking that 
we are helping them when really we are harming them for our own 
gains. Laing uses this conception of mystification to analyze 
i 
I 
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certain person to person relationships. lt is one way of hondling 
conflict or dissention in a dyad or triad and we have seen how the 
experience of the girl was mysti!ieri in the tennis game. 
To mystify is •to befuddle, cloud, obecure, mask whatevar 
is going on, whether this be experience, action, or process or 
whatever is "the issue". It is to substitute the .false for the true 
whether it be issues, processes of what is experienced or bein& 
done. One may be in the state of mystification without knowing it 
though it is also common to feel mystified, or confused or de-
ceived. Usually the mystification is complicated by the act of mys-
tification of the act of perceiving the mystifications in one's life. 
So one may have been mystified in childhood and then taught it is 
naughty or pWlishable to aiscern this mystification. Later one may 
be taught that it is mad to do so anc that the punishment ia t.') oe 
locked up with otter 1 crazy people t • tie senae mystitii:ation when we 
sense conflict that is being avoided, or that there is a false 
or that there is con.fusion over importan~ issues. The common way to 
mystify a person about his experience 'is to confirm the content 
of an experience and to disconfinn its modality (regarding percep-
tion, imagination, phantasy, and dreaming a1 different modes of 
5 
experience.) ' Thus the mother tells the child that ha is only 
dreaming, or imagining, or tells the child that he .feels such and 
such. 
Sometimes it happens that some people think they have 
the right to determine the experience of another. This .Le.ling calls 
'the politics of experience•. Just as often people think they 
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are under obligation to experience acccrc.tiri& to tne direction of 
others. Actions or experiences of a person are valioated against 
the orientation of his group or f~rrdly. A good ~herapis~ is the 
one who can discern the axes of orient.Qtion oi t.he group ana how 
t.he group constrains the members tei conform its behavior and 8Jioo 
perience. What the .families of schiz.opnreuics .failed to recognize 
is that 'the other human being is not only another object in space 
6 
but another center of orientiition to the objective world.' The 
issue of person perception is the b~sic issue for Ule families he 
studied. So in therapy it is necessary for all incLuding the the-
rapist to share their individual pe1·spect1ve~ to att.empt to pick 
out the certain axes of orientation 'in terms of which the actions 
of the family are evaluateci by particular otht;rs. 1 Thie is neces-
sary becat.ise active mystification' consists 1i1 disguising, masking, 
the praxes and/or processes of the .family in befogging the issues, 
and in att.empting to deny that what is -.he issue for oneself may 
not be so for the oth•;r.' It is neces:Jary t if our perception of 
the central is sue is disjuncr.i ve 1-11 t.h t•1e percept.ions of the 
family members themselves.' rr, for example, ~he family sees any 
attempt to attain autonomy ,: fi mad tnL evil and utit'l1ng dependence 
as sane and good it will regard as .mad and eYil any therapist who 
tries to help the child towara autonomy. Mystification is an action 
' of self on other or of self and self. It may also be an action of 
the self on self regarded as other. By it one aeeka to induce in 
the other some change for the self's own security by means other 
than directly stating one's position or feeling about the other. 
I. 
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,.,1ystification converts the praxis, what the person aoes, into 
process, which is impersonal series of events with no author. Mys-
tification is not a pathological process of a family or group but 
a praxis constructed by the members. 
The function of mystification is to maintain the stat us 
quo or stereotyped roles ana to fi~ people in moulds that have 
been determined. Parents may maintain their rigid preconceptions 
of how they and their children ought to be ana remain impervious 
to the emotional needs of their children 'that threaten to disrupt 
tneir preconceived schemata, and they mask or conceal disturbing 
7 
situations in the family, acting as if t:1ey do not exist. r This 
state which Laing baa called •mystification' has been adequately 
correlated by oth~r psycholcgists ana psychiatrists such as Bate-
son and his co-founders of the double-bina theory ana Laing'& own 
colleagues at TaVistock. 
Laing found that in the !amilies of schizophrenic patients 
myatif"ication was used frequ.eatly to control the experience of the 
patient. •we have never yet seen a preschizophrenic who was not 
in a highly mysti!'ied state bei'ore hi~ or her manifest psychotic 
8 
breakdown.• Psychosis can usually he seen as an attempt to get 
out of the state ot myutification and is generally opposed by the 
other members of the family. They then teach the patient that he 
is going crazy and push him so much into intolerable situation or 
1 untanable position' that he undergoes psychotic breakdown. 
B. Mystification as Violence 
The word 'violence' has been an important part o! Laing's 
vocabulary in his writings since his work on Sartre, Reason and 
Violence, and it id an important for .l...<.lin,'a co-author in that 
work, Cooper. 
The history of violence in ()Ur livea is long. Laing sug• 
gested that very often the fir~t 1ct of violence done on a child 
is it's mother's first kiss, If mystification begins so early and 
becomes so much a part of us it is because we have been taught to 
deny that it has happened. Exploitation must seem to be benevolence, 
so we must interiorize the violence ~• do on others onto ourselve& 
We can, if we try, destroy our capacity to see what is right at scme 
other time by destroying our ability to see. 1aing claims that this 
is done to us from the d~y of our birth and that we do it to those 
we 'bring up• in the world. 
From the moment of birth, when the St.on~ Age b!Aby con-
fronts the tweatiet.h-century mother, the baby i2 
subjected to those forces of violence, called love as 
its mother and .father end their parents d.na their 
parents before them, have been. These forces are mainly 
concerneu witL destroy1n& most of hia potentialities, 
and on the whole this enterprise is succeastlll. by the 
time the new human being is fifteen or so, we are left 
with a being like ourselves, a halt-crazed creature more 
or loss alljuated to a mad worlu. This is normality in 
our present age.9 
I t almost sounds like Laing is proposing what haa been traditio-
nally known as the 'theory of original sin.' Laing 1 s greatest com-
plaint is that what we call ',love' :1.s reully its opposite, violenc.e. 
'Love lets t.1e other be. but with affect.ion and concern. Violence 
attempts to constrain the other's freedom,• an~ so make him 
conform to what we want him to be. Ana so we destroy ourselves by 
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doinL violence uncer tuo pret.ence or' love. It we have been taught 
to experience c~i~tain t.hinc;s ana not to experience other things 
than our cxperieni;e ha6> beeu alienated, and i:f our experience is 
alien21.t ed thtn to .. : can ol.lr benavior not. be also? 
La1r..g claima that aocial science is based to a great 
extent on thi3 violance thd~ is mys~ification of experience. Posi• 
tivi~m doe3 thut by pre~enuing that its subject is data when 
really :i,t is c:.ipta, it 1uasks the world and serialiaee 'the world 
of the ohserver, ty turning t.hQ t.ruly given int.o ,eapta which are 
taken aa e;ivrn, by denuding the worlci of oeing ana relegating the 
--- lC 
ghost of being to a ah~cow lana of subjective "values",' Th• 
~~ or 'givtn' arQ net really what is given but what is taken, or 
caota 1 from t ha world of hapt>ening. 
The positivis~ aciencea do not realize that thinge and 
persons cannot be studied on t.he same level; there is an 1ontolo-
ll 
gical discontinuity between human beings and it-beings.• ~ben 
two people meet there are two worlds of experience meeting ana i! 
the study is not of two ~orlda of experience we do more violence 
to human beings. 'Gone is any sense of possible tragedy, ot passion. 
12 
Gone is any language of joy, delight, passion, sex. violence.• 
Laing .finds t.hci·.; ,.;hat the family teaches children is that 
their aim in life ought to be 'gaining pleasure from the esteem 
l.3 ' 
and affection of others.• The family is a syatom established to 
to guarantee each member protection from the others by mutual agree-
ment. The members will adapt to certain norms anc to a mad society 
and they are safe. 
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The family's funotion is to repress Eros; to induce 
a false consciousness of security; to deny death 
by avoirting li!e; to cut off transceruience; to believe 
in Clod, not to experience the Void; to create, in 
short, one-dimensional man; to promote a 
respect for work; to promote a respect for 
•reapectabil1ty•.l4 
So if we now admit the possibility that our experience 
is alienated, & frightening thought, then what is real in experien-
cing? Because it really is frightening, leaving us in a position 
of ontological doubt or insecurity, we can see how ecaaily a 
society would exclude people whose experience inverts their own • 
.Wing then suggests, it is certainly more than an hypothesis or 
'let's pretend', that we call the schizophrenic the one who either 
J5 
could not adapt, or refused to adapt to 'pseudo-social realities.' 
As he suggested in Th! Mivided Self in his definition of insanity, 
Schizophrenia ie a label a£fixed by some peoplt 
to others in situations where an interpersonal 
disjunction or a particular kind is occurrin&• 
This is the nearest one can get to an existential-phenomenological 
definition of insanity; wnat is the criteria is not pathology but 
disjunction and some are outcast from 'sanity' because they oisagree 
with the majority, or better, with normality. Of course if this di> 
junction is accompanied with sufficient anxiety or panic a psychotic 
break may occur which separates the person further trom the community 
he lives in. 
' It is the family that is the beginning place for alienation, 
as we have already inaicate<i. A most common form of this alienation 
is the making of competition the baaic motivation • .Laing claims that 
to make competition the pivot of action is to exclude love from the 
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society or group. l.aing 1:l,iims t.hat competition is oaseo on or m.o-
tivated by hate. ·~e are taut,;ht to succeed by someone else' a f'ailu.re, 
l6 
'a !orrn of torture foreign to ••• noncompetitive cultures.' rJe 
teach them to dream not of success but of f'ail11re and educate them 
into bondage rather than into i'reecom fan<i creativity. 
Children do not give up their innate im&6ination, 
curiosity, dreaminess easily. You have to love them 
to get them to oo that. Love is the path through 
permissiveness to discipline; and thTQugh discipline, 
only too often, to betrayal of selr.1·1 
or cou.rse Laing means by 'love' t.ne mystification of love, normal 
u~~ge. The trick of destroying otirselves and calling it love is 
amazing and the act by which we cover up the trick mystification, 
is truly human tragedy. 
Having been tricked anci having tricked out.selves ou.t of 
our mifids, that is to say, out of our own personal 
worlds of experience, out of taat unique meaning with 
which potentially we may e.naow t.he external world, 
simultaneously we hc1ve been conned into the iJ..luaion 
that we are separate 'skin-encapsulated egoa.•Ie 
rie lose ourselves and pretend t.hat we hE+ve found ourselves. It 
could be that what we call rcslity is socially shared hallucinatiai 
and what we call sanity is collueive madness. Theee are the quas• 
tione of §el! and Qther9. 
And so we become addicted to other persons instead of 
loving them. lie destroy ourselves and cling to someone we have in-
t ernaliaed and pretend to be <ourself. 
Now love becomes a further alienation, a .furchei~ 
act o:f violence. NY need is a need to be needed, 
my longing a longing to be longed tor. 
We have others make us .taJ.ffer and then have them sooth the su!fer:.tn~. 
There is some of this in what is called 'falling in love' which l 
have already suggested to be a form of psychosis. 
The violence we perpetrate ano have done to us, the 
recriminations, reconciliations, the ecstacies ana the 
agonies or a love affair, are baaed on the socially 
conditioned illusion that two actual persons are in 
relationship. under the circumstances, thia is a 
dangerous atate of hallucination and delusion, a 
mishmash of fantasy• exploding and illlPfodin&, of 
broken hearts, reparation and revenge. ~ 
But in losing themselves in such a love affair lover• can sometimes 
find themselves, at times really meet and celebrate. I have suggesteQ 
this by my understanding ot psychosis as a road from normality to 
sanity for those ~ho take it and persevere; A theory suggesting the 
therapeutic fOS3ibilities ot 'paychosia' will be developed in the 
last chapter. 
What is important is that the whole of experience or a 
person be admitted as valid. This is especially important in theraw 
Qr in any relationship; if we deny part of ourselves we deny our-
selves. 
~ben violence masquerades as love, once the fissure 
into self and egol inner and outer, good and baci occura, 
all else is an inrernal dance of false dualities. 
I~ bas always been recognized that if you aplit being 
down the middle! if you insist on grabbing ~ wit..~out 
~ if you cl ng to the good without ~he Dacr," 
<riiiJlng one for the other, what happens is that the 
dissociated evil impulse, now evil in a double sense, 
returns to permeate and passes the gooo and turn it 
into self. 20 , 
This is the generation of real pathology, normality. The way of 
therapy is by acknowledging that which we can't face in ourselves, 
fleeing from self-deception, confronting and getting to know the 
---
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shadow, anima and self accordiug to Jung or incorporating t.he dai-
monic lest it overt.alee us as May points out. I intend to come back 
later in this chapter to consider tne normal. 'lovi:l' in our society. 
c. l'amillea and &roupa as iant.asy Systiems. 
Family is a ayatem comprisin~ persons in relationships, 
that is, persons behaving toward each other and experiencina each 
other's behavior a.nd experience •.•• ain6 ir.eaus the family ot ori~in 
'as experienced by the infant.• He i~ concerned with the family as 
experienced which 'comes to be internalized,' ""ith the •relation 
between the structure of the tamily as observed by us, and the 
experiential structures that are an enaurable part. of the indivi-
Zl 
dual's personal phantasy system.• 
The family as Laing understands it is u type o! fantasy 
presence' and he has described fantasy presence in many of hia works, 
especially Self and Qthert. 
Let us outline the r•lationa in a family of four people • 
.>-->(f~M) Son's view of relationship between father anu mother 
S-·> (M~D) Son's view of relationship between .t-~ and daughter 
s-->(1''~D} Son's view of relationship between F and D 
S--?(D~S) Son's view of relationship bet't.ieen D and. S 
Then ti.lke these patterns from each person's perspective, then 
D-->S--~(F~.) Daughter's s1nthesis of son's ayntneaie of relation-
ship between F and M...... than a. hi~her perspec-
tive 
s-->D-r8~F~M) What th111 son thinks his sister thinka he thinks 
about his parents' relationship 
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These sequences could go on int.o a tabulation not only of tne rela-
tion of one member to the others individually but his relct.ion to 
dyads and triads and then relations between dyads and onto other 
perspectives. Tnen the patterns coula be t.raoed over generations. 
And. so, as Laing anal.yaed in 'l'he Politics 0£ Experience) the 
family could regard itself as an ~ as opposed to a them. .And each 
of the ,!A! gets hia identity by being one o! the family as opposed 
to the othera: the family ayntheaia is really inside him and not 
only hia internalization of the synthesis but the internalizations 
that the others have made are taken in by him also. It gets rather 
complicated. And s~ the family, according to Laing 
Is united by the reciprocal internalizations by each ••• 
of each other's internalization. The unity of the 
family is in the interior of each synthesis and each 
syntheais is bound by reciprocal interiority with 
each other's internalization of each other'• inter-
nalization •••• a 
Many groups are established this way. Laing suggested t.hat 
the ~hristian experience is one of co•inher8llce, of having 'insice 
himself the same internalized presence' ~hat all the brothers in ~::risl 
hav4! .• He 3a)• 
perhaps the most intimate way we can be united iG 
through each of us being in1 and having inside ourselves, 
the same presence. This ia nonsense in any external sense, 
bu.t where we are exploring a mode of experience wi ch ,_ 
aoes not recognize the distinctions of analytic logio."J 
This realization is the basis ot group mysticism. 
' 
Having introduced ourselves to the notion of fantasy 
systems in the constitution of the family, let us now, without getting 
into the subtleties pursued in §elt And Oth1r1, investigate further 
--
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the notion of in~ernalization in falliilies !or it is important for 
the rest of this essay. 
'1vhat is internalized wnen v~e interna.l.ize our family or 
group is merely relations between people. • lt it is the !amilY :;;:; ; 
sYatea that is internalized, then what is n1nternalized" are 
relations between persons, things, part-objects, part-persons or 
21+ 
objects in isolation.' for example, the parents are not interna-
lized as individuals but as leing apart or close, divorced, 
together ••• • And then there is the fact that two people aa husband 
and wire may not get on well but appear to do so when considered as 
father and mother, that is, in relation to the child. 'l'he family 
involves two acts of synthesis: by one act the J!! is formed and 
by another a they is formed and the thez is tormed on the basis of 
excluding some and inclucing others. Of course in the !amily there 
may be other acts of synthesis forming the children into a we and 
the parents into a they, and so on. There is to be agreement in the 
family on the construction of the synthesis to a necessary point 
and then each can be seen to have internalized his own synthesis 
and the synthesis formed and internalized by the others. It comes 
about thet the family as fantasy is seen as a •system in which one 
is•, a continuation of the womb, as a container of members. By in-
ternalifetion is meant 'the transference ot a pattern of relations 
--
' from one modality of experience to others: namely from perception 
2S 
to imagination, memory, dreams, phantaay.t Laing believes that it 
is not objects that are internalized aa pschoanalysia has claimed, 
but rather relations; 'the individual incarnates a &rgup at1ru9tu.r1J 
MY experience of the family, th'ln, \'Dnld be the far.•ily .:ls I expe-
rience it, which is 011tside of me, 1'ut this ia t,hen int.ernl:llized 
or brought inside. 
This internalisation of t.hs family may have stran~e c:>ns<>-
quencea. The family system inside rr..ay be the terrr.s in which tne 
self deals with the self; the salf may deal with the self as f athtr 
dealing with mothers, or other ways. The self then has internalizm 
a structure of relating that he may use i!'l i'ut.l.4::-a as the basis 01· 
his relating with others. 'The !W!'~ly as a nexus is most often 
internalized as a scheme in terms of which a set of actual relaticn-
Zb 
ships in the external world is pt'lr'ceived and lived.' ii. sequence of 
moves 111 internalized which hae undergone tran.3formation. A child 
may internalize some drama ot childhood anrl th~ pattern of relation-
ships in the drama reflect his relationshi.p wi ':.h other people for 
the rest or hia lite u.ntil he can recognize it ar:.c get out of the 
trap. 
Laing refere to t.he 'I>:agic Theatre' of Hesse's Steppem11olf; 
'the different dramas are different. theatres ana not simply difi'ere:t 
acts of the one drama.' But it can be seen in such caeee t.h.:.it. there 
is a dramatic pattern of experiencing th1t has been internalized in 
the past that is recognizable in all of the plays. The ending is 
usually the same. Thus the child who has experienced rejeci.ion in 
aor;te dramatio way will continue to experience rejection in his 
relations, almost seeming to design hie:, own rejection by others, 
until he eeea the ways in which he arranges the drama ~o th.at others 
will reject him. It could almost be called a •selt-f~l!illing 
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fantasy!' ·n,is kind ot aelf'•fultilling !antaay is like the aymptom 
we mentioned earlier; both are designed to cOJlllllUlli.cate inairectly 
one's ~~ec:~ And both end. up generating behavior opposite to that 
In the famil1 we learn the 'politics of experience•, 
the various ways vf defending our experience and structuring it 
according to expectations. But it happens that in lite 
~ person triee to regulate the inner world of others Just to pre• 
serve his own. So if the family is experienced aa inaide the eel.£ 
~to be in t.he same family, meana having the same "family" inside 
oneaelf 1 ) 1 autono1111 will entail deatroying the internalized family, 
a move that may be very threatening to members of the f alllily. ill d 
t~e person who attempts t.o do so may be described aa eick or crazy 
and the autonomy of the individual is reql.dred to be sacrificed to 
the preservation of the family. But it is essential that each 
person arise out of this immersion in the family as fantasy system 
if he is to develop hi• poeeibilities. 
D. The Viol!QC! of 'Loi'' 
' I said earlier that I would return to the notion of loving 
in our society• the normal love, that is the disguising of violence. 
It is often said. of the schizophrenic that he is incapable 
or love, and while I would not make such a Judgment I believe that 
I 
--
80meone who seems so desperately to neeu to be loved is also terri-
fiea of being loved. Love aisaolvee boundaries dnu tne achizophrenio 
knows onougn of the dissolution of bounuarie& t.tu .. t h.e knows tbe 
terror of it. but it is true that everyone needs to reel Wlderstood 
28 
and accepted, to have his total exist~nce recognize<i; this frigh-
tens the schizophrenic • .but the1•t1 will ba more ou 'this in the next 
chapter. 
Sartre has placed great importance on the role of terror 
in conat1tu.t1ng relationships und groups in llifi last work t.he 
Critique of Dialectigal rteaso9. Laing summarizes him thue: 
Where circumst.unce.s nave occasioned the invention of love 
aa the practical bond between the lynchers violence 
is tae very force of this lateral reciproc{~y of love, 
and terror is the COWlterpart of violence 
angenderea and invented by the ,il'oup itae!r. Indeed, all 
the internal conduct of individuals in pledged groups (.frat.ernitJ an~ love as well <is anger and lynching) 
draw their terrible power from terror itsel..f'.29 
And so Laing says in his own discussion of groups in The foliticf 
of Experience: 
Under the form of group loyalty, brotherhood and love, 
an ethic is introauced whose ba~iti is my right to afford 
the other protection from my violence if he is lo7al to 
me, and to expect his protect.ion i'rom hia violence 
it I am loyal to him, and my obliga~ion to terrorize 
him wi~h th• threat of my violence, if he does not 
remain loyal. And so ~he doubl~ action of destroying 
ourselves with one hand, and calling this love with 0 the other, is a sleight or hand one can marvel at. 3 
But then, I would suggest that a definition 0£ love is contained 
in l..aing's definition o! Psychotherapy; 'cm obstinate att .. pt ot 
two people to recover the wholeness o! being human through the 
Jl 
relationship between them. This instead of the normal alienation 
of love, the concern with whether the other needs my love, whereby 
tflO p$orle spiral into what they think is being 'in love• and 
which is the reciprocal need to be neeoed. And as Laing asks, our 
question is : 'which is the greater misfortune, to love without 
34 
being loved or to be loved without loving.?' 
But this discussion of the normal untortunate state or 
1 love 1 is but a orelwie to a discussion o! schizophrenia and the 33 
idea of therapy. 
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V. CONCLUSION: THERAPY, THi:. l'i;~y OUT 01' H1S'I'Il1C?.Tlu~. 
Alan Watte tells the story of a Cainese sa&e ~hom someone 
asked• 'How shall we escape the heat:' referring tot he heat ot 
suffering. The sage replied that one should &c right into the middle 
of the !ire and there no pain will trouble one. He refera to .I.rul 
Divine Qgmedy where Dante and Virgil find 1thai:. the way out of Hell 
l 
lies at its very center.• Cooper says thut one passes thru paranoja 
to find oneself und Laing claims th:::tt one tiust o1'ton pass t.brou.n 
one 1 s psychosis to health. And there may be something to what l.~ikos 
Kazantzakis wrote: 
It the road leading you to your liberation 1a 
that of disease, ot lies, of uishonor. it is then 
your duty to plunge into disease, into lies, into 
dishonor. thnt you ~y conquer ~hem, you may not 
otharwiae be saved. 
Normon Brown writes that 'the norm is not normality but aohizophre-
J 
nia, the split, broken, crucified mind.' Then, 'it is not achizo-
phrenia but normality that is aplitminded; in schiaophr9n1a the 
I+ 
false boundaries are riisintegrating~' The patient haa regressed to 
the time before the first lie and everyone knows hi• thou.gbta; he 
participates in the world mystically. 'The mad tnith: the boundary 
5 
between sanity and insanity is a false one.' Payohoanalyaia ia 
' designed to break down barriera according to Brown, ano to reunite 
the human race by new symbolic universes. That is why May regarda 
this as an age of therapy. According to Brown 
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D10111sua, the mad god, breaks down the boundaries; 
released the prisoners; abolishes represeion; and 
abolis.t.es the I?tir!CiEiWll indivici.l.lationis, su.bstituting 
for it the WU.ty ol man with nature. Li this age of 
schizophrenia, with the atom, the individual self, the 
boundaries diaintegratir,g, there·1s, !or those who 
would S~'Ve 011r souls, U1e ego-psy.:·nolo;jsts, •the 
problem o! Identity.' But the bre~kdown is to be made into 
a 'breakthrough ••• aa it sayc i., the New Testament: 
'He that tindeth his own ps1che shall lose it and 6 
he tnat loseth his psyche for my Salce 3ha11 f!nd it. 
Some people begin to find that norrra!ity i3 inadequate a~d 
real the demand to 'go down' to find some de;_)per kind ot sanity 
bat it is fri,r;htening to confront th9 psychotic pctantiallt.ies in 
ones·~lr. that is to ch,lllen11e th:· limits er t:> U3-;lt onese.if at ona•s 
limits. The existentialists have emphasized the limits as the 
points at which one grows, but one cannot do this confronting alon• 
Jaspers stresses the imperative to ultimate or unliaite<i communica-
tion as the precaution against being lost and r.ha only really euc-
cessful way to !ind and transcend one's limits. 
Any person who help• another make this journey to fin4 one~ 
depths, the centering ot one•e self in the world, the origin of 
communication or expression to other, we shall call the 'Therapist'. 
A. Leaviqg Qne'e f!l!Qlr 
Perhaps the best book on theory of therapy !or our age 
that I have come across is Devid Cooper's Ihe Death of the Familf• 
Since we have regarded the r4al damage done to people aa the mysti-
fication caused by the nuclear family &nd the various internaliza-
tions of that family, it follows that we can call therapy 'the 
process o! leaving one's family'. The method.then. is based on the 
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idea of Freud that each of us transfers bits of our original family 
experience in the 'family of origin' to each other in the new 
family we develop of procreate. To be freed of all, we have to wi-
7 
dergo a progressive depopulation of the room.• Ihere are two people, 
'therapist' and 'patient' and they occupy these roles because the 
room is filled with people, the families of ooth over generations. 
Hopefully the families of the •therapist' is small. The procedure 
is then to identify every person in the rooa and as the person is 
identified he is asked to 'leave the room.' &ventuall7 we are le.t't 
with 'two people who are free to meet or leave each other.• 
Cooper suggests that the greatest damage is that we are not 
8 
permitted to doubt; we are 'totally conned out of any curiosity.• 
t;e must be allowed to doubt our origins if we are really to dis-
cover ourselves. 
If we no longer ooubt1 we become dubious 1n our O'Mll 
•1••• ana can then oiu.1 opt to lose our v1a1on and 
see ourselves with the eyes of others--and the eyea of 
others.9 •• will aee wa as duly secure and securing of others. 
The destruction of doubt sensation anti of the experience of livi~.g 
one's body' can be traced back to a need for 'human gro~p1n&' which 
originates in the family. One is taught to renounce self, to glue 
on bits of other people, and then to ignore the difference between 
the otherness in one's self and the sel! sameness ot one' sel!.' 
'Such 'passive submission to' invasion by others is alienation and 
clearly part of what Lain,g means by t.he 'alienation of experience.' 
Laing and Cooper regard paranoia as the way out of normal 
alienated e.xperienoe, the beginning of man's freedom • .ve read of, 
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say~ the schizophrenic who claims th<Jt someone is po1sonill6 the air 
she broathea and sho haa been hospitalized for 'delusive fantasies.' 
And then the environmental experts come along and protest t.he ciea-
truction of our air by pollutants. Perhaps all paranoid delusion i : 
a sensitivity to persecution. 
It would not be therapeu~ic to deny ~he experience of tnat 
girl since, according to Laing, the origin of normality and schi~o­
phrenia is the invalidation 0£ a person's experience consistently 
enough till it is destroyed. Therapy must attempt to discern 
meanings, that is, to interpret experience. 
Cooper has described a structure of conversion that is 
worth outlining. Sanity and madness are not polar opposite• but both 
meet at the opposite pole from normality which is really the unfor-
tunate condition. Conversion is moving from normality through what 
l woulo imagine to be a uialectic of sanity and madness. In fact it 
seems to be incorrect to imagine a sane person who is not at times 
mad, but in a society tnat outlaws maones~ no one can attord the 
luxury ot madness; thus SidneJ Jourard's wise statement that aocietv 
needs •respectable oheck-.. ·~t po&ces. t In the .following acheme .from 
Cooper the arrows repreaent metanoia which means •ch•n&• from the 
lO 
depths of oneself 11pward into the supe.r!ices one' a appearance.' 
Eknoia / 
-ll.0-
Noia 
A.noia 
~(4Dtinoia) 
/ (lln-noial 
Paranoia 
In Cooper'a scheme the eknoio state is that of the adjusted, 
obedient, well-adjusted., well-condition citizen, really being out 
0£ one's mind. There is a certain profit to this way 0£ living 
including a good job, comfortable life ••• 
Paranoia is the condition 0£ being beside one's self, not quite 
out of one's mind, but aplit. The process to this is depreasive, 
mournful, as is the proceaa beyond it. A.t'ter another process we move 
to no1a, being self-consistent, 'in unlonely aloneness that is open 
to the world.' Then another metanoia is 
the !luent 19vement be\wten the actively autonomoua 
self and the ai.U (--and world)-tranacenclenoe (anoia)--
moving through the cancelling-out of aelt•perf ormation 
in a moment of ani-n91a. There is, then, finally, 
no longer any question ot states of being, ana the 
illusory security represented by such atatea.ll 
One could try to move from eknoia through paranoia right to anoia 
without truly attaining noia. Psychosis or Psychotic breakdown 
seems to be one of the outcomes ot such an attempt. And to love may 
sometimes mean ~o allow o~hers the ri&ht to paranoia or noia and to 
the pain and loneliness it entail•, to allow them to move at their 
own pace while being totally attentive to th•. A peraon baa at some 
time to discover his aloneness in the world, though tbere aeeme to 
be a taboo against it, and, I am certain, he baa to diacoYer a new 
ability to communicate from that aloneness to other aelvea. 
When a person has under&Qn• the proceaa outlined 1n this 
section of separating himself from his family, he may 10 back to it 
tor it is no longer a family o! blood brothers anei a1atera and pare!$ a. 
It will be those who share the search for truth in an intimate way, 
free and loving. Maybe some of the new family ot searching will be 
relatives 1n some degree or consanguinity, but this is not importatt. 
any longer. 
What Oooper haa been saying abol.lt the jourlleJ from norma-
lity to self-transcendence, that it cannot aately or healthily be 
done without the discovery of self-consistency, haa much relevance 
in the contemporary renewal or the spiritual lite in western relig»n: 
I have seen people try to make the leap in variou.a torma ot attempted 
mysticism or prayer and in aome of the Pentecostal revival. I recog-
nize the leap has been made when I become aware of m1 own boredom in 
the tace or an apparently enthu.aiaatic monologue ot aomeone who 
claiaa to have received the'Spirit. 
B. Th! iXptrience of Alonen1s1 
It ia possible that it ia common !or women in our society 
to distinguish between 'lonelineee•, the painful condition, and 
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•aloneness'; I do not hear men mak~ the distinction but I believe 
th11t the experience of aloneness is :important for human growth. 
Cooper .maae the observation that people otten go to parties because 
they want not to be there. They go when what they really need is to be 
alone. Cooper even suggests that there is a taboo an 'implicit pro-
J.2 
hibition against experiencing one's :ilonenesa 1n the world.' 
Halleck speaks of a need tor privacy, and this is a necessity, but 
Cooper is speaking of more than that. 
Since the taboo against experiencing one's aloneness is es-
tablished to protect the !a~ily, in psychiatry as anti-family, 
what one has to do in it ie to discover a fluent 
dialectic that moves all t.he time on the abin.1ng 
antithesis between bei£f·•ton~ and peing-~1~ ~. rt is this ant.it .. a that we must iX-DLn• 
l'Urtlier if we are to diacovor how a person, deprived 
of the lifeblood of his eolitude in the firat year of 
his life, later, in a moment of ~creat anguiah, invents 
his aeparatenesa in the world. ~ 
One muat discover this aloneness ill child.hood or one is driven mad 
in late adolescence or becomes a normal citizen or work• out in 
relationship•; it is still the process of leaving hoae. 
In the traditional neuclear home on• has experienced one• 
self' as glued to others in a sense of incompletenesa and baaed on 
thia sense of incompleteness. One gets one'• completeness by the 
family. In the home one has also been defined in a role. 
Being a well-brough~·up, eooentric, normal peraon meana 
that onE. li ·;es all t.ho time relativel.J to others, and 
this is how t.he falsely splitting syatem originates in 
family in<ioctrination, so that one functions all the 
time in social groups in later life aa one side of 
another of a dual1ty.l4 
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In the home we learn also social controls that are far more 
than necessary to live healtnily in the world and a sophiaticatea. 
system of taboos that bar the meeting of the me:nbers with each othen 
So this being freed. can be understood as 'seeing through' one's 
family. When we say •see through' we mean 'demystify', in the sense 
of, l suppose we colll.d say, 'I see through your attempt to mystify 
or confuse me.• ~hen we see through our family and the aigniticant 
people in our lives we are returned to our aloneness. 
The taboo on tenderness in ~he nuclear family makes both 
the experience of aloneness and intimacy aifficult. Becau.ae of this 
taboo members of the family hide eo-called. •sexual teelin&•' from 
each other, and, proceed to establish taboos to protect themselves 
lS 
from meeting each other. I believe this spreads into the larger 
aocity so that atranae repreasions of sexuality by tears along 
with calculated stiaulation. takes on, in my opinion, the dimensions 
of a conspiracy against altruism in our society. A atrange morality 
(even a politic) of censorship that favours aisguiaed violence to 
b~atant violence, that ia afraid of sex unless it is introduced in 
some atrange or deeeptive or maniplll.ative way, witnesses to the 
presence of this conspiracy. If social organization& can establish 
taboos and then keep its members preoccupied ~ith what is tabooed.1t 
can control people effectively and keep them blind to the highest 
f 
human valuea. Sex is not as socially subversive aa love because tbltre 
is enough tear of sex to keep it within safe bounoa; consequently 
the suppression of love is essential for any society that wants to 
resist change. But let us take a look at what I think is one of 
man's basic needs. intimacy or love. 
Q. Th! Conditions of 1ntimaqy. 
I already made it clear in the first chapter of this essay 
that I regard love as basic to any theory ot therapy. l have 
pointed out in the second chapter that psychosomatic dia•eaae symp-
toms are usually the cry for help and that the help comes first as 
care, acceptance, love. Then in my presentation of schizophrenia, 
it became clear ~hat what the schizophrenic suffered. most was a 
!ear ot love of having the boundaries ot self dissolved in the pr• 
sence ot another person. I made the point that falling in love was 
psychosis and that in a sense loving is a form of psychosis; psy-
chosis is the dissolution of boundaries. 
However there were forms ot psychosis that were painf~l, in 
which the diaaolution of the boundaries of aelt were teared becau• 
it threatened the very existence or tne person. Consequently, thoi.&h 
he desperately needed to be loved• the achisophrenic was terri!ied. 
of it. Then l made the point that what the achisophrenic teared from 
'loYe' wae jwsti!ied since the love he had reoeived did threaten and 
had seemed al.moat to destroy him. But this waa not loY• but parents' 
desperate need tor security and to maintain faJDily structure. I 
referred to the work or M. Siirala who found that die-ease arose 
trom the inability of parents to be affectionate with their cnildren. 
So, contrary to the myth that one destroy• the one one l.Oves, the 
truth is that one damages the one one tries to poaaeaa because or 
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one's own insecurity. 
One only be~ins the way to loving by a decision that one 
is valuable, aau so lovable, and that jealousy and insecurity are 
damaging to the salt. It is jealousy that ia the usual mystifica-
tion of love in cur society. The roarl of therapy is the way one 
comes :from jealousy and painful insecurity to losing. There must 
alwaya be ~nother, a therapist. Loving can only begin with the self. 
There is no amount of loving by any number or people that can teach 
me I am worthwhile unless I am willing at aome point to make a kind 
of a 'leap of faith'. This is the unconditional acceptance of one's 
self that Kierkegaard believed placed man before Goa and allowed 
him to rise out of despair of his salvation. 
One cannot love others unlees one can first love oneself. 
Cooper aaya 
before one can love another. one has to love oneself 
enough. before one can love anot.her or the opposite 
sex., one has t.o be 6able to love another/others of t.be same sex •enougn•.l 
And then the minimum condition tor love between two people ia 
the experience, after a great deal or relatiorwhip work, 
of tenderneaa--wh1ch ia the positive residue of feeling 
after all negativity! resentment 1 hostility, envy and jealousy have been a aaolved away frequently enou.gh and 
deeply enol.lgh, If one ti&htene one•a definition of 
love considerably, this feeling amow1ta to t.rust • 
Thia means an end to secreta 1 no relationship act carried o~t behind anyone e~se'a back, althou.gh privacy. 
antithetic to family-modeled secrecy, always rer.~ains a 
poaaibility.J.7 
But auoh a state of openness takea a lot of hard work and pain, 
making miatakea, and the ruthless flight from aelf-0.eception. 
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It lliill be t;li e:x.;;erif;.:.ce, E>'\il)li. t.-.o~h ~c1ere are oc.ners supporting, 
t.r.at l)&:l.n car:.not \le shioi.rod; it mu.st iJG ::. •. i.flertSci a.lone. l.ilarifica-
1;.ion CvtJGS Z ;·om :Jolitwie. lt; meioillS th..1t. one must rid onese.l..f' of 
. l . • ' • I . •- . Jua ou;a.1 1-m;ic11 .i.s p.ar<ls .• ::;.~c ;:).t..-ac.:;.m-.:nc. is certainly room for 
the promise but thia must not. be from a senH o! inaecurity. '.!:he 
only way is to become !roe of the otnar. une has to recognize that 
'the most libarating thing that we can tio for ot.ner people is to 
18 
do the thing that ia moat. liberat.in~ for oneself.' And the most 
liberating ia that which brine• the most joy, not happineaa that is 
baaed on 1neecurity1 but Joy that is at both ends of the pele ·ith 
despair and pain in the middle. A two-person relat.ionahip that 
chooses or allows a •elf-evolving definition rather than imposing 
19 
a certain definition haa a Qhance of being joyful. 
Since the achisoid peraon is detac.hed 1 withdre.wn. fllJd fuels 
unable to get close to people, though he wants it deaparatel7, he 
alao teela 't'Ulnerable to them. He ahowa ao little ot hi• real aal1' 
to others that the othera don't know him l:llld he feela that be 1• a 
non-entity. Now there are two waya out for hi.Ill. The tirst is to 
develop hie controls eo that he no longer teela vulnerable to others. 
I doubt that such a oourae 1• poaaiole; ~he echisoid is the peraon 
in our culture who baa f ou.nd that the cultural detenaea are inade-
qwate. The aeconci .ay, and l believe the way to h•alth, is to 
' confront one's aal.f' in one's vulnerability, tho~ this 1• terri• 
tying. Sut auch a person needa a relationship o!' tru.at to accomplish 
this. 
A.a we have pointed out already, what the schizoid and 
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achizopbrenic do not need is the detacbment of the therapist; they 
need to be known in the way that 15 the truit ot .Eros and loved in 
the way that is the fruit of Agape. 
D. Therapeutic ~lYI• 
There is much written lately on the relationahip ot the 
therapist to the patient, and the writers speak of a kind ~ know-
ledge that is Eros. Jamee Dye deacribea this kind of knowing in a 
way that suits my purposea. 
irotic .knowledge haa ita own form of detachment 
which is •• demanding aa scientific detachm.ent. 
It consist• in suepending one's varioua pragmatic 
roles in order to 2.ive his undivided attention 
to another pereon.20 
He suggeste that the ordinary expression 'to know intimatel1' ia 
not to be rejected aa mere metaphor, nor is it a merely animal form 
of knowing. Rather it may indicate a high point of human .knowing. 
And erotic knowing ia not to be thought and as uncontrolled and 
impersonal; when healthy it ia •normally conscious, deliberate, 
~l 
evaluative and exploratory.• It may even be that the emergence 
o! truth requires some loea of consciouaneaa or plannin&, a break-
out of the old forms of consciousness. Erotic experience is a more 
involved knowledge and poesibly more knowledge than the detached, 
disinterested inspection which implies prejudice in tavou.r o! the 
' visual or tactile eensea eliminating the emotional knowledge. One 
experiences the ot,btr not mere states of one's self' reflected in 
another; the problem or other minds' does not aria• for erotic 
consciowsneaa. 
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'l'he point that is most important for tnerapy is that. ~ros 
requires the dispensing with masks, eames, <ie!ensos from othu·a that. 
preserve us from losing ourselves in the other. 
U I maintain the roles extrin&ic to this relationship, 
the experience ie hardly erotic, even tho\Aih all ay 
over aationa may be similar. The condition tor 
ravelatlon of the other is my own psychic nakeanesa; 
I experience the other as other-.l<nowi~ ma lt is tbia 
distinctive mode of awareness which probably constitutes 
!.!:2!' greatest relevance for tho theory ot kno\iile\ige. 
~tic experience is the ultimate torm of'I•Thou• 
relationship, with the_possible exception ot 
religious experience.'' 
lt has been thought in the ·west since flato, tlute .U-Oa is irratio-
nal and. not fully hwaan. All forms •>! intenti::in.alit.y o! human.a are 
human ; sexuality is evaluative for hW4ui:s <.1nu so is erotic 
knowi.ng both conscious and deliberate and exploratory. The Old 
Testament writ.era used 'know• to designate sexual intercourse. The 
point is that we cannot divide people into parts eo that some forms 
ot knowing are animal and higher t'orms are human. 
liut the eyaluative judgment of another's worth that is 
charaoteriatic or hwaan Ero• implies responsibility. To say that 
I love someone is to make a jud&ment of the person's value and to 
make a commitment to be honest to that person. As ~r. Tyrell saya 
in hia book wnen Love 1a Lost 
The baaia of love is the Judgment of an individual'• 
value, independently ot the i.nu;;ed1ate emotions he stirs 
up. l can make a ~tment to his value and still 
help the inoividual to !ace my fael1nga ae well as hia 
own. I can hardly pretend to love eYeryone equally. 
It would be a counterfeit sort ot love that alw&ys 
aemandeo emution ana feeling for its love. Values and judgments of worth may endure while feelings and 
emotions change trequently.2J 
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lf, as Laing sug~ests, t.he f<)eling of vulnerability is 
t.he evidence th<.:t we hciYe that there is a self hidden from others. 
and i.f ~-his vulnarl'\bili ty is a gener,,1 experience of our relation-
ship with others, then the vulnerability must be !aced head on. Thia 
tacing,howeYar, is not to be indiscriminate for it would be destruc-
tive to make one•a eelt vulnerable to just anyone, TUlnerability 
is the relinquid1ing or power over into the hands of ot.hers. one 
still must be c1utioue tor there are people who would destroy the 
vulnerable peraon. But the dilemma comes in that one who experiences 
general vulnerability haa, at some time, to find acceptance in hie 
1ulnerabillt7. 
Nakednea1 1• truly dangerous and frightening, but it ia 
the only way to full truat; it is the key to ecstasy. BeYerly 
Axelrod writing to Eldridge Cleaver shows her awe at the poaaibility 
of really ktlowing aomeone and the fear of attempting. 
ifbat an awesome thing it is to !eel one's eel! on the 
verge ot the possibility of really knowing another 
person. Can it ever happen? I'm not sure. l don't know 
that any people can really stri~. themselvea that 
naked in front of each other ••• ~ 
There is both ecstasy and anguish in nakedness. n'e are often so 
exposed, as Karl Jaspers says, 'that we constantly find ourselves 
lacing nothingness. Our wounds are so deep that in our weak momenta 
2j 
we wonder if we are not, in fact, dying from them.' 
' But, as I pointed out earlier, the way out begins with 
love of on•'• self. Tyrell says 
If we could but love ourselves, with our failures, 
and their reaulta• we could be&1n to be honest with 
others. lt we loved ouraelvea, we could demand to 
knol1 oursolvea .s e we rt:!illy urt- t.nc c>;u.lo. f£<cc.: c,tll"Stil·.res. 
we could atop hiding trom ourselves, and we might begin 
to r.ccept the re;.•poi1si L::: it: :Jt our ~tn;u._;tn. ;,il c;;;i....i.c.;. 
atop damaging ourselves. 
Then the next stage is what I have called earlier• atter Lciing, 
the process of •mutual disarmament'. In his work aa a psychothera-
pist Tyrell has found th~t this kind. of disarmament is necessary 
for the kind of trust that allows growth to take place. 
Th• ultimate impact of the power form ot lite is an 
entrenchment in the impossibility of love. Foz· love 
demands the truthful disarmament v.ith si&llificant 
others in ou~ lives. tbe willi•tgneas to chance that 
under tear and anger there is a core of worth, and 
that in a oomsn.unity of 11onest vulnerability 1 t.nie 
affiliation can be discovered and enjoyed; that 
attaotion can lead to love; that hope can be found in 
anger; and that conoern can rise above fear. 
Cardinal Inman remarked that it was tNly amaaing that 
tho•• thinge we were ao ashamed to share with oth~r people, the 
tears, tailini•a and the rest, but which we all surely experience, 
keep ua apart when they could be a baais or commwlicatin& ourselves 
to each other. They keep us apart becuuse ~• f oar that if we let 
others know we regard ourselves at tices aa 1r.aaequate 1 they will 
have something to hold against us. 
This tear that keeps us apart is the tear ot letting 
other• know that we still experience our3elves in ways aa 'immature' 
and childish. Cooper suggests that it takes a man to'live out the 
reality ot the woman that he,ia.• But even more than that it takes 
a mature man •to live out the reality of the child that he is.• 
Then Cooper suggests that 
To commer,ce the unuse of the ,.,.ord •nev.rosia,' let 
us regard it as a way of being tl:wt is made to aeem 
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childish by onti' s fear of ti1ti fear of others about 
on•'• becoming o.nildlike.2b 
Neurosis is a way out of normality, just aa psychosis ia, ;or when 
one hae come to tne stage of being Cdlled '.neuro1:.io', one i1.:.s 
begun to make one's way out of thdt paralyziJ.16. posi~ion of being 
caught by what people tnink. As Cooper explains it: 
'ln neuros1•'• one lends false primacy to the reactiona 
of others and then collusively anti obligingly invites 
their tear into one-aelt. Keurosis, tnen, is a complex 
strategy (that inevitably gets arrested) o! fighting 
one' e way back into one: s heao • first., ar.d then back 
int.o one's body, 'ano t.hen' • • • 1'..7 
l~euroais is a step in the righ't direction, with t.he process gone 
wron~. just as psychosis is parancia gone wrong • 
. Ja htv::i seen th<:•t dis ... ease expresses the reiat.ionahip of 
a person to tt10 environment anti thc,t it may prophesy to an Wlueual 
senaitivit/ of tha person 'tnot he is 1too' vulneraol• to be com-
fortabl1l. The defect., however painful an a.f£lic-c1on it maty be, 
need not alwsys irr.ply unhappin•ss. lt may not. even ilaply alwaya 
misfortune or impoverishmen't of •1tnor th6* commu.r.u:c.y gr the 1n\l1Vi• 
aual. Ae M. S11rala claims, • tne indivioual'• happineaa is in the 
continuous uni'olcing of his axper .. '"11 ·>0 , 01nd alSQ in the .fruitful-
ness of his Si1ff~ring. 1 'rhe criterion of happiness is the ai.>ility 
to grow into one's self. 
A d9~ective !ate, then, ia structured in terma o! the 
refl~·"':ti vity bett.tfJetl tne self' anci the commwlity. An 
individual's defect ie entwina<i in ~ne text\U"e oi 
hii::t0:'.'y, b".'>tb th" i~rl:lvidul-ll's and the commwU.ty's. 
'l'he defer:t constitutes an unpaid aeot. ;,;g ilie • .i:ne 
d~fect co~t~in' a h1rlden and undevelopea potentiality. 
needing expression, demanoeci by lil• as a ~Qbt, a 
return !or the of.fer of life. Lite demands lite. As a 
<iebt to life, the <iei'ect thus const.ituteo "' \;h<allenge--
to search f'or ~ \1ay thro~h the c.efect to tlle 
'hidden treasure' that un:::.erlies it. V1hat looks liks a 
debt on the eurface thus out to be a caChe or t~asu.rti. 
of 'unlived life', awaitill6 unfolW.:.e4t and development. 
The <.iefect is Coln invitation to o.iscover t.he indiviuual 
and cO!rlmunal potcntialitif:s th~t h.:c.ve S.) far r·emained 
unlived, locked up ano concealea in Cie.f'toct const.•llations. 
Sometimes thE: roe•Tez·se siciE.: of the uefect contains wore 
th.;:, a!l orO.in.s.:ry \.i..nO.evelopE:C potentiall ty: an int.era&t.il4& 
t:peci~l .... talent may in.here in it, now ci.anifasting ao a 
c!.e!ect.-<:8 
Detects, then, may draw attention to special talents or potential• 
that otherwise would be overlooked by the individual or by the 
community. 
Madness is a way of being in the world in the condition of 
having one's trust invalidated. What is needed. in healing is not 
the denial of the past but its affirmation ana also the acceptance 
of the present as valid--all experience, fantasy or whatever. To 
be obsessed by guilt over on•'• past necessitates denial of the 
past or of the future. It is extremely difficult to affirm the past 
without being tied down by feelings of guilt or using one's past 
to dispense one from responsibility for the future. tte m11st 
celebrate the past and move on to create the future out of the 
present. Marcia cavell writes ot Laing ano otner contemporary 
writers 
the liberation that the spokesmen for the New Lett and 
for the new theology speak about will celebrate ill11aion--
defined aa all t.ha~ which the notion of rationallt.y 
in our culture leaves out--teeling, !ant.aa71 and dream--
as the tru.e reality, It will u.nite wh£1t. we say with what. we 
think an~ do, reeling with tho\l6ht, unreason with reason 
mind with body, us with ourselves and each other. It w11l join ua 1n genuine community.29 
I like the point she makes about the hero 0£ Oedipus .~ex: the past. 
not the future was unalterable ior him anu what co1.1nteci wQs the 
choice of how to respond to the past for the &i:ike of ttle i'utura. 
Guil.t feelings and regrets are a prison house in which we tend to 
hide from the responsibility of the future, symptoms 0£ unhealed 
relationships. This is the sense of 11scruple 11 something small that 
11hangs us up 11 at a certain level or development. 
A• pxiruc One's D§atha 
There is still one element that has not been dealt with 
and that is most essential to any consideration of therapy; that 
is death. Perhaps there is no greater taboo in our society than the 
taboo against confronting death head-on. 'I'he reason is that death• 
taboo is buried under all other taboos combined. ueath is teared 
because it is the great unknown of our lives and seemingly the ul· 
ti.mate power over us all for there is no way in which we can avoiti 
submitting to it. But l suggest that this death is but a paradigm 
to many deaths in our lives. 
l have spoken or the death of the aissolution of boun-
daries in schizophrenia. love and other forms of psychosis, thoU6h 
I did not call it death. Nietzsche suggests that the process of 
death is quite common in our lives. He writes in jicce Homo: 'One 
' must pay aearly for immortality: one has to die several times \~hile 
)0 
still alive. The myths of emergence of the hero speak of his death 
ana resurrection, through trial, con£usion. doubt and then break-
out into new life. 
John Dunne spoke or a •search for Goa in t~ne and memory, 
'by uncier6oing a search for time within mino ano. then for a time 
out of mind. Time out of minci is the time bef'ore one's birth anc. 
after one's death. Cooper claims that we have to immerse ourselves 
into the time before birth ano before conception ctnd also immerse 
ourselves into the time after death, betore we can be able to und.S"-
stand our mourning. 
~bile therapy in the past made the strengthening ot con-
trols the aim of its efforts, believing that underneath the conscious 
lavel of life there waa a monster that broke lose if it wae not 
adequately restrained, part of the modern therapy has made a point 
of teaching people to abancion restraints and to teach people to 
'express themselves•. So it is that 'sensitivity training' attempts 
to teach people to express their feelings, oblivious of' the fuct 
that a person who loves himself truly will have no trouble with the 
expression of feelings. '•hat comes first is the work of <iiscovering 
one•s self and then loving one's self. 
~e need to see the ci1£ference between true control or 
discipline <.md false control tnat breeds hatred, and we need to see 
the neoessity of aiscipline. Cooper describes the difference thus: 
I know businessmen ~ho drink exoessively ana yet carry 
on with 'responsible' work. ·J.'nia i& false control 
because it suppresses the reality of feelings of 
hostility, but more deeply it s1.1ppreases feelings of 
love. In itself it is usualiy an indirect aggression 
against the principle person in that person's life. 
'Xhe effect, however, is t.o produce a aeath state within 
li.fe that amounts to an immense subterranean hatred 
of the world that is often parade<i ae love and benevolence 
and reliability and etficiency and this mig;ht fool 
anyone because the ration.alizutions are endless.Jl 
To get out of thia 'almost woml>-like security of the death in-life 
state' without merely chunging or re.forming the structure of the 
state usually calls for some ratiical crisis in one•a life. The 
observation is often made that this country ia in mourning, grie• 
ving, anc Qoean•t really know it; l concur. Until we realy acknow• 
ledge our grief 1 we shall remain in a numbed or shocked state of 
nonnality. 
There is still room tor promises ; how could. there be 
therapy without them 1 Laing•s patients &sk someone to stay with 
them, anri they will go rig.ht to the depths through their psychosis 
if someone makes the promise to stay. As I suggestec earlier people 
Will come out of scnizophrenia if they trust someone to love them 
and if they find, on the other nano:, sou;eone who is trustworthJ, 
who will stay with them. Real control, or oiscipline takes the form 
of promise. 
A promise that rwis through every form of <iepart.u.re 1 
every voyage of death and rebirt.h••the promise to stay 
wholly and holy in the world, in a re<iefined sense of 
the sacerdotal. Discipline, then, is a mode of staying 
in the world, in the sense of being actively engaged 
in the world through the thick and thin of ecstatic joy and the most far-reaching despair. The promise that 
defines discipline, powever, must be made not only 
internally b~t also, at least implicitly, to others. 
The pain of' the promise is immense; it is a terminal 
agony that one passes through to see one's life and 
the world from the o~her side of a certain death.31 
I I 
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The promise must be registered in t.he world with a promised refusal. 
or the possibility of backing out of it. Control is a ritualistic 
conditioned syaterL ot: behavior whereas discipline has the nature 
ot a fundamental choice or option that detennines one's sense of 
openness and rightness. 
Dis-ease breaks apart the structures of false control 
that both protect the peraon from damage and hold him from the riac 
involved in the dissolution of boundaries in loving and growing. A 
long tradition of false moral.1ty by control developed in our 
society over centuries 1• being subverted. Vl'here the subvereion 
originates, l don't know, but perhaps it arises from man's need to 
undergo a change of heart, a need that had been made clear by the 
complexities and new aena1tiv1ties developea in an age of dramatic 
change, this age that Rollo May called sehizo1d. 
' 
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